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JOSE J. SANTOS
Editor in Chief

The fear began to set in.
The night wrapped around Vanessa
Davis. The pain in her stomach was
unbearable, and she searched for some
where safe to sleep.
She couldn't return home — her
mother was a drug addict and her step
father dangerously violent. Her friends
couldn't offer her help or a permanent
place to stay. She was on the streets,
alone and without a home.
Davis, now a junior at San Diego
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA
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State University, was homeless in 1988,
during her junior year in high school.
Davis was never offered assistance by
any homeless outreach program and
was forced to fend for herself.
"Nobody reached out to me," Davis
said. "I was pretty much on my own."
Davis' plight is similar to many who
are homeless. But USD offers several
programs that give the community a
chance to help those in need — from
the stereotypical "transient" on the
street to teenagers who are currently
homeless.

see HOME on page 9
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NEWSINBRIEF

compiled by Elizabeth M. Himchak

Minutes before the gunman Croatia and derail the entire
fired three bullets, the prime Bosnian peace process.
After Serb negotiators did
minister had told the elated
not
appear in the eastern
crowd that "people truly want
Croatian
town of Osijek, U.N.
peace and oppose violence."
Thorvald
Stoltenberg
envoy
Blood-stained and without a
and
U.S.
Ambassador
to
pulse, Rabin was rushed to Tel
•±u
Croatia
Peter
Galbraith
has
Aviv's central Ichilov Hospital,
where he was pronounced dead tened a new proposal to Serbon the operating table about an held Erdut.
hour later.
"The world has lost one of its MANILA, Philippines — A
TEL AVIV, Israel — Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin, an Is greatest men — a warrior for his typhoon-devastated town
raeli warrior-turned peace nation's freedom and now a wrapped the bodies of the dead
maker, was fatally shot Satur martyr for his nation's peace," in plastic bags Saturday, as the
death toll from the most pow
day by a young man identi said President Clinton.
erful
storm in years soared to
fied as a right-wingJewish ex
at
least
476.
ZAGREB,
Croatia
—
Prospects
tremist.
More
than 100 died in the
for
peace
in
Croatia
dimmed
Rabin, 73, who led the Is
raeli armies in the 1967 war Saturday when rebel Serbs boy town of Calauag, victims of
against the Arabs, was shot at cotted talks with the Zagreb gov huge waves that crashed into
close range as he approached ernment on a settlement in Serb- their homes, little more than
bamboo huts perched precari
his car to leave a large rally in held eastern Croatia.
The dispute over the Serb-held ously on the southeastern
the heart of Tel Aviv.
Some 100,000 Israelis had region of easternSlavonia is part shoreline of the main island of
come to demonstrate their sup of a peace deal for neighboring Luzon.
More than 280 more people
port for the prime minister's Bosnia, being worked out in
were
reported missing in Ty
efforts to make peace with the Dayton, Ohio. Failure to reach
phoon
Angela.
agreement
could
reignite
war
in
Palestinians.
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DETROIT — Bargainers for ing in the Central Bering Sea off
Chrysler Corp. and the United Alaska and the Northwest At
Auto Workers union reached a lantic.
It will also serve to protect
tentative agreement Saturday
to end a three-day-old strike at Atlantic tuna as well as salmon
a glass factory that threatened originating from Canada's
to disrupt the automaker's Yukon River. It maintains the
North American car and truck U.S. role in a global moratorium
on large-scale drift-net fishing
production.
Chrysler spokeswoman on the high seas.
Nicole Solomon said the deal
was struck with UAW Local WASHINGTON — Dirty wa
227 at the automaker's ter, toxic air and soiled beaches
McGraw Glass Division, clear are the price Americans will pay
ing the way for workers to re for the Republicans' balanced
turn to the job as early as the budget, President Clinton
charged Saturday as he repeated
third shift on Sunday.
threats to veto the GOP bill.
"This budget will mean dirtier
WASHINGTON — President
Clinton signed into law Satur water, more smog, more illness
day legislation implementing and a diminished quality of life,"
U.S. participation in interna Clinton said. "Protecting our
tional agreements to protect environment....can't be sacri
fish stocks on the high seas and ficed to balance the budget."
GOP cuts in spending for en
off the U.S. coast.
In a written statement, vironmental enforcement are the
Clinton announced he had latest in a long list of reasons
signed the Fisheries Act of 1995. Clinton has given for promising
He said the law would help to veto the budget bill, now be
protect against over-harvest ing fine-tuned by a committee
$17,760 on top of his $120,000
annual salary. Clark got $14,330
in addition to her $96,828 salary.
Darden earned about $10,750
above his salary of $96,828.
SAN DIEGO — The California
Highway Patrol has added an
other weapon to fight car theft
— a toll-free hotline.
Callers to the hotline — (800)
835-5247 or (800) TELL-CHP —
LOS ANGELES — Prosecu will be connected with the state
tors Marcia Clark, Christopher agency's communications cen
Darden and William Hodgman ter in Fresno, which is equipped
each received five-figure bo with a specialized auto-theft
nuses for the time they spent computer tracking system.
Car-theft tips will then be
on the O.J. Simpson murder
routed to local offices for inves
trial.
"It's sort of battle pay," said tigation, officials said.
Sandi Gibbons, spokeswoman
According to patrol Border
for District Attorney Gil Division Chief Don Watkins,
people should still call 911 to
Garcetti.
Simpson was acquitted Oct. report a crime in progress. But
3 of charges he murdered ex- he urged citizens to call the 24wife Nicole Brown Simpson hour hotline if they have infor
and her friend Ronald mation about insurance fraud
cases or "chop shops," or have
Goldman.
Hodgman earned about seen suspicious activity they be

NATION

of House and Senate negotia
tors.
FORD HEIGHTS, 111. — On
the last day of his life, Richard
Will, a 32-year-old white man,
begged two black police offic
ers in the dangerous, almost
entirely black Chicago suburb
to give him a ride to the police
station, Will's friend said.
About 15 minutes later, af
ter walking five blocks in
search of a phone, Will was
attacked by a group of young
black males.
He was beaten, doused with
lighter fluid and set afire. He
died a few hours later.
lieve is related to auto thefts.
LOS ANGELES—Two mem
bers of the Police Commission
urged a police auxiliary group
to cancel a planned "homecom
ing" dinner at its banquet hall
for a former officer convicted
of violating Rodney King's civil
rights.
VANDENBERG
—
A
McDonnell Douglas Delta II
rocket carrying a Canadian ra
dar-imaging satellite roared
into space Saturday after a oneday delay.
Radarsat, a cooperative
project of the Canadian Space
Agency and the U.S. National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration, carries a power
ful radar that can peer through
clouds and darkness to make
images of Earth.
The data from the 6,300pound Radarsat will be used
in oceanography, agriculture,
forestry and geology.
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Open fraternity parties are against USD policy
MATT UHDE
News Editor

The issue of selling tickets to
fraternity parties was recently
raised when Delta Tau Delta can
celed their "Purple Haze" party
scheduled for October 27 and
Phi Kappa Theta held their
"Club Dead" party on October
31.
According to Kim Padulo, as
sociate director for Student Ac
tivities, fraternities and sorori
ties are only allowed to have
invitational parties and are not
allowed to sell tickets or collect
money for parties where alco
hol will be present.
"A lot of the parties that they
[fraternities] have, obviously
draw people who are not of age,"
said Thomas Burke, vice presi
dent for Student Affairs and
dean of students. "That's one of
the attractions. It's a place to go
and get served. That's illegal.
The University can't foster, can't
sponsor or otherwise promote
anything that's illegal."
Fraternities sell tickets in a va
riety ofways. Theyset up booths
outside the UC or go door to
door through the dorms.
Freshmen Dan Ritter, David
Anlikowski and Peter Van
Jonstone bought tickets from fra
ternity members at a booth out
side the UC. Van jonstone was

l>*t>*, A TpW
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told by a PhiKappa Theta mem
ber that alcohol would be pro
vided for them at the "Club
Dead" party.
Larry Perez, resident direc
tor of Maher Hall, said students
told him that they were ap
proached by fraternities about
purchasing tickets to off-cam

pus parties.
USD freshmen Jim Alderete,
Chad Weigane and Bill Scupa
said that fraternity members
from Delta Tau Delta and Phi
Kappa Theta came by their
rooms in Maher Hall to sell them
tickets to their parties. "They
[Delta Tau Delta fraternity mem-

bers ] came by to see if we were
interested in buying a ticket,"
Weigane said. "I told them that
we were not going if it was bring
your own booze, and he said as
he came in the door, 'don't worry
there will be plenty of beer
there.'"
It's not only against USD

policy for fraternities to have
open parties, according to
Padulo. "All the national frater
nities prohibit open parties and
all of them don't allow ticket
sales," she said.
Both fraternities were con
tacted before each of their events
took place.
"I reminded them [Delta Tau
Delta] that when they sell tick
ets to an event and they violate
the risk management policies of
their national organization, they
are not covered by any liability
insurance," Padulo said. "The
individual chapter officers' per
sonal assets are on the line."
Delta Tau Delta members
chose to cancel "Purple Haze"
as a result of their discussion
with Padulo and their Alumni
Chapter Advisor. "I think it was
a wise decision," Padulo said.
Phi Kappa Theta was con
tacted in the same manner as
Delta Tau Delta, according to
Padulo. "I took the same steps
as I did with the Delts to make
them [Phi Kappa Theta] aware
and theychoose to go ahead and
have the event anyway," she
said.
Padulo declined to comment
on what kind of disciplinary ac
tion might be taken against
either fraternity.

see FRATS on page 5

USD possible site for '96 presidential debate
SlMONE FARAH
News Editor

USD is one of 10 sites under consider
ation for a presidential debate in the fall
of 1996.
According to Jack Cannon, USD's di
rector of Public Relations, USD is a good
site because it is a prime location, it is
physically adequate to host a debate and
it serves as a geographical balance when
compared with other locations.
"USD is the only one on the west coast,
in fact even west of the Mississippi. And
of course it's in California, which is a
pivotal state," Cannon said. "There was
no debate held on the west coast in'92."
In addition, Cannon sees the 1996 Re
publican Convention scheduled in San
Diego as air additional incentive for USD
to be chosen.
This isn't the first time USD has been
considered as a presidential debate site.
USD was one of four schools selected to
host a presidential debate in 1992.
USD officials couldn't wait for Presi
dent Clinton and George Bush to decide
over debate technicalities, therefore the
second of four scheduled debates was
rescheduled and held at Washington
University in St. Louis instead.
Cannon said it was an enormous chal
lenge to prepare for the1992 presidential

debate, but once again, USD is willing to
accept the challenge.
"There was great enthusiasm here at
the university to hold the debate," Can
non said. "The students, faculty and staff
were all involved and Shiley Theater was
all ready and draped to go."
"It was an honor for this institution to
have been selected for such a historic
occasion three years ago, and I believe it
would bring a welcome sense of closure
to our community if a presidential de
bate is held here in 1996," said USD Presi
dent Alice B. Hayes.
Some students look forward to the
possibility of USD being selected as a
debate site, but others are hesitant.
"It would be nice not to be mistaken
for UCSD or SDSU," senior Justin
Wasserman said. "Having the presiden
tial debate will help put us on the map."
"It would be great publicity for the
school, especially on the east coast," se
nior Vanessa Hartman said. " I am con
fident that it will happen,"
" But because of the 1992 incident, I
won't believe it till I see it," Hartman
said.
"I think it's a crock because they said
the same thing in 1992," senior Brian
McDonnell said.
According to Cannon, this would be
HECTOR ROBERTS/VIST A
positive publicity for both the city of San
Shiley Theater will be the location for the possible presidential debate.
Diego and USD.
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Henry Wu addresses China's human rights violations
PATRICK JAMES
Staff Writer

Human rights activist Henry Wu spoke at USD's
University Center last Saturday and talked about hu
man rights violations that exist under China's Commu
nist dictatorship.
"I cannot turn my back on those people suffering
today. I cannot turn my back on my country," Wu said.
The speaking engagement was arranged by the Asian
Pacific American Law Students Association. Through
persistence and a stroke of luck, they were able to bring
Wu to speak to the USD community.
While surfing the internet, Marty Lorenzo, president
of APALSA, came across Wu's name and contacted his
publicist. While speaking with Wu's publicist, Lorenzo
was informed that Wu had only one day available in the
next five months.
"We were just very lucky," Lorenzo said.
Wu is traveling throughout the country and speaking
out to expose the Chinese forced labor camps, known as
Laogai. According to Wu, these camps enslave citizens
of Chinawho have allegedly committed "crimes" against
the state. These crimes are things such as, speaking out
against thestate and criticism of its communist dictator
ship.
Wu spent 19 years in a Laogai camp and since his
release, over 10 years ago, he has revisited China three
times to document the abuse. With the aid of the BBC
and CBS news, Wu helped to document evidence of
executions, illegal organ harvesting, and the produc
tion of exported goods by prisoners.
Wu compared the camps to concentration camps in
Nazi Germany. The atrocities in the Chinese labor
camps stretch beyond forced labor and execution.
According to Wu, captives are subject to brain wash
ing and "thought reform."

"It is not only a punishment but an opportunity for
the government to reform you," Wu said. "You have to
give up your viewpoints, your religion, even your
morality."
When asked how he survived both hard labor and
mental torture for 19 years, Wu said, "To survive you
must become like an animal... without emotions."
Wu also spoke about the connection between Laogai
camps and Chinese hospitals. Prisoners are often ex
ecuted so that their organs can be used for transplants.
"The prisoner has no rights," Wu said. "Part of their
debt to society is still being paid...even in death."
The organ trade is a lucrative commodity . A BBS
documentary reported that an organ could be bought
for about $30,000.
"When the prisoner is executed, the government has
the power and the right to extract the organs," Wu said.
According to Wu, 50 million people have been sent to
Laogai camps throughout China since 1949. Today, it is
estimated that 8 million people are detained as political
prisoners.
Wu contends that the gradual release of high profile
prisoners, such as himself is not enough to solve the
existing problems in China. He said the whole system in
China must be re-examined and these camps must be
abolished.
Wu encouraged people to write to lawmakers, urg
ing economic sanctions against China. By stopping the
importation of products made by prisoners in Laogai
camps, we can begin to send the message that these
practices will not be tolerated.
The abuses that exist in Laogai camps go far beyond
what is considered lawful in this country and most
others, yet the Chinese government continues to use
CHRISTA MEOLA/VISTA
prisoners as a means to economic prosperity according
Henry Wu described his horrific experience at a
to Wu.
Chinese labor camp during his speech at USD.
"In a dictatorship, there is no law," Wu said.

New multiracial box depicts mixed-raced Americans
RODEL DlVINA
Staff Writer

On practically every document, in
cluding college applications and finan
cial aid forms, applicants must classify
themselves a certain race. For many this
is simple, but for those who don't fit into
a particular category, it is frustrating and
inaccurate. This problem has led to the
idea of a new category.
"Whenever I fill out applications or
surveys, I am always faced with having
to classify myself with one race," said
freshman Nikol Dye, who is AfricanAmerican and Caucasian. "Unless'other'
is among the selections, I just don't think
it is fair that I must deny one of my
ethnicities."
Dye is not alone in her concern over
self identity. According to the U.S. Cen
sus Bureau, more than one million chil
dren live in interracial households, and
the number of interracial marriages has
tripled since 1970.
This has prompted Project RACE, a
multiracial group based in Atlanta, to
ask the federal government to add a "mul
tiracial" box to the 2000 Census forms
and other documents in order to reflect
demographic shifts, such as the emer
gence of more mixed-race Americans.
Included in this effort are many gov
ernment officials who want to revamp
ethnic and racial classifications because
they inaccurately represent the nation's
diversity.
"These categories don't make sense
anymore because they no longer reflect
reality," said Dr. Gene Labovitz, a USD
sociology professor. "There is no such
thing as a pure race."
A federal document titled "Statistical
Policy Directive 15," instituted in 1977,
establishes the nation's ethnic catego
ries: White, American Indian or Alaskan
native, Asian or Pacific Islander, Afri

JON EVEREST/VISTA

can-American and Hispanic.
These statistics provide an estimate of
ethnic diversity in the country, and help
to influence affirmative action and other
social programs.
Some black leaders are apprehensive
about supporting the multiracial box
because its implementation would en
danger the hard-fought civil rights strides
which have been made since the '60s.
Some experts fear that it would force a
reassessment of affirmative action and
voting boundaries.
It is estimated that as many as 90 per
cent of those who select the "black" box
on the census might qualify as multira
cial.
"In this climate, when conservatives
have taken over Congress, and when the

Supreme Court has just cast doubt on the
constitutionality of some federal affir
mative action programs, the NAACP and
the rest of black leadership should recog
nize that affirmative action and other
race-based programs will undergo a
major overhaul," said Naomi Zach, au
thor of "American Mixed Race: The Cul
ture of Micro Dversity."
"Many 'mulattos' are more willing to
forfeit participation in any government
program in exchange for the basic right
to self identify," Zach added.
But Susan Graham, director of Project
Race, thinks such trepidation is hypo
critical.
"How can you on one hand be dedi
cated to fighting for civil rights, and on
the other hand want to take away the

civil rights of multiracial people?" Gra
ham said.
Between 1968 and 1989, children born
to parents of different races increased
from 1 percent to 3.4 percent. For Afri
can American and Caucasian parents,
births increased from 8,700 in 1968 to
45,000 in 1989. From 1970 to 1991, the
number of mixed-race married couples
rose from 320,000 to 994,000.
"I might add that black and white is by
no means the only case of racial mixture
where individuals don't feel they fit in,"
Zach said. "There is, for example, Indian
and white, Asian and white, Asian and
black, Indian and black. Once you start
looking at the multiplicity of possible
combinations, you realize that so many
people aren't given the chance to self
identify."
Freshman Brian Rosario, who is Fili
pino, Hawaiian, and Caucasian, said that
he would not bubble in the multiracial
box if it were placed on documents.
"I have always picked the Pacific Is
lander category," Rosario said. "I think
the multiracial category would be use
less because it covers a broad array of
possibilities. Practically everyone in this
country is multiracial!"
Multiracial groups are not the only
ones demanding their own census box.
Many East Indians are enraged that they
are classified as Asians. Some Native
Hawaiians no longer consider themselves
Pacific Islanders. Several Arab-Ameri
cans are insulted because the federal gov
ernment classifies them as white.
"As an Arab living in America, it both
ers me that I must always bubble in 'other'
on applications because there is no 'Arab'
choice," said USD student Aysar Janki.
According to Warren Muller, direc
tor of USD Undergraduate Admissions,
a government-mandated implementa
tion of a multiracial category would not
impact USD's admissions process.
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Youth violence dramatically on the rise
LISA QUINTERO
Staff Writer

Two Escondido youths were charged
with the murder of a 53-year-old woman.
Awoman from Los Angeles died from
a fatal gun shot by a gang youth offender.
Homicide maybe on the decrease,
but youth violence is on the rise. "The
U.S. homicide rate has taken a fall," said
Lieutenant Glenn Breitenstein ,head of
homicide at San Diego Police Depart
ment.
According to the quarterly crime sta
tistics, San Diego's homicide rate de
creased by 108 homicide cases to 78.
San Diego's juvenile hall originally
intended to hold 219, now holds 512 con
victed juveniles.
Not only is youth violence increasing,
but the perpetrators are getting younger.
"They are becoming younger," said
Dr. George Bryjak, a USD sociology pro
fessor. "52 percent are between the ages
mm
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA
of 15-24 years old, and the peak age of
murderers has dropped from 20-17 years Juvenille Hall has become overcrowded due to the increase in youth violence.
of age."
youth crimes," Bryjak said.
with crime prevention, citizens have be
Firearms are used in 85 percent of the the family.
The Washington Criminal Justice De come the supplemental police help,"
"If you have a society that makes profit
homicides committed by individuals be
tween the ages 15-19 years old. "The use of off guns and who glorifies violence, partment predicts that the juvenile arrest Breitenstein said.
According to the US News & World
why should we be surprised," Bryjak rate for violent crimes will double in the
of fire arms is vast," Bryjak said.
next
15
years.
Report,
so many violent criminals are
"Fire arms are the number one objects said.
According
to
Breitenstein,
the
increas
repeat
offendersestimates range from
According
to
the
Federal
Law
of
Juve
used in incidents in incidents of gang
ing
threat
of
youth
violence
has
caused
50
percent
up.
nile
Justice
Prevention,
the
number
of
violence, overall violent crime, and espe
There is reason for optimism. Accord
youths between the ages of 15-19 years communities to crack down.
cially homicide," Breitenstein said.
The San Diego Neighborhood Police ing to Breitenstein, the three strikes law
According to Bryjak, youth violence is old will increase by 23 percent by the
Program, has allowed the communities had a significant effect on repeat offend
on the increase because of the substan year 2005.
"This increase in the number of youths and police to work together in order to ers. "It has helped us in placing the devi
dard schools, high unemployment, eco
nomic hardship and the breakdown of will result in an increase in the number of stop crime. "Lots of people participate ants behind bars," he said.
ability risk they are taking on and to
eliminate these types of functions. We
continued from page 3
have made some progress but I know
that we're not all the way there yet,"
Burke is also concerned with the li
Delta Tau Delta President Mike
Bosman had only one thing to say about ability issues that arise at these fraternity
this incident. "Things that happened in functions. "These parties are too likely to
the past have been tolerated by the ad have serious difficulties attached tothem
ministration, and for some reason they and they contain all kinds of liability
questions," Burke said. "It's a bomb
are not being tolerated now."
Phi Kappa Theta President James waiting to go off."
Padulo said that there have been
Caldero and Alumni Chapter Advisor
Chris Kanzius declined to comment on changes within the last year to help pre
vent these events from happening. "We
the issue.
The administration has not been able have a lot of new Resident Directors, for
to intervene on thesefraternity functions one thing," Padulo said. "This year I'm
in the past because of the trouble with getting more reports from the residents'
areas."
evidence gathering.
Other changes have to do with the
"It's this evidence-gathering thing that
is really problematic when it comes to Greek Guidelines, a University policy
nailing it down," Burke said. "Students document governing Greek life. "One of
don't generally stand in line to rat on the changes that was made this year was
each other. Even if they don't like what's that the language regarding ticket sales
happened, they will still protect the other was clarified considerably because of the
way the fraternities were finding loop
people's right to let it happen."
The administration claims that they holes in it," Padulo said. "It makes it a
are not naive about these parties taking little clearer to the staff who are trying to
place. "I do know that those [fraternity enforce it."
Perez said he is still unclear of the exact
parties] have been happening, " Padulo
said. "I've been campaigning to get the policies for fraternities selling or solicit
fraternities to understand how much li ing tickets.
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EYEONCRIME
November 1

Vandalizim occured in Maher. An
unknown subject threw a garbage
container off the North, fourth floor
of Maher. The garbage container left
trash scattered on the sidewalk,

dorms.
November 4

Morning-A students vehicle was
vandalized in the Vista parking lot.
November 5

November 2

There was a report of an individual
who was prowling around the Vista

Four campus residents were con
tacted in relation to the possesion of
marijuana.

UNIVERSITY

MINISTRY

PRESENTS

Hunger and Homelessness Week
r and celebrant
Fr. Ken Hamilton, SVD,
Ifouaders Chapel, 7:00 pan sad 9:00 p.m.

a

Tuelday, November 14, Volunteer Fair, UC103,5:00 p.m.

:

'

November 16, Day of Fast

Friday, November 17, A Night Without Shelter

Contact MaryEllen Pitard, x4465
Monday, November 20, Thanksgiving Mass
Founders Chapel, 5:00 p.m.

J)
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PaiificaTravel
A C>ivtsion of Gtonl travel
•vet & 'ours
tours
5401 Linda Vista Road, Suite 407
San Diego, California 92110

295-0202

AMERICAN EXPRESS STUDENT COUPONS WELCOME
SPECLAL STUDENT AIRLINE RATES
•U.S. AND WORLDWIDEPACKAGES FOR WINTER AND SPRING BREAKS
STUDENT TOURS • CRUISES
SKI PACKAGES • HOTELS • RAIL PASSES

Council1 Student & )buth Fligh Services
C'lEE: Council on international Educational Exchange
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The VISTA Calendar is a forum for providing information about campus and eclipse of Oct. 24 and preview
future eclipses. Admission is $3
campus-related activities. It's easy! Just submit your announcements and/or for adults and seniors, and $1.75
pictures to the VISTA office, located downstairs in the University Center, or call for ages 5-15. Fleet Center mem
bers are free. For more informa
ext. 2409for assistance.
tion, call 232-6866.
TODAY

"Prayer for Peace"
The Navy Sabbath Service
"Prayer for Peace" will be at 4
p.m. in Founders Chapel. It is
hosted by USD's NROTC, Uni
versity Ministry and local mili
tary leaders. Military attire is
appropriate.
"Alice in Wonderland"
The student inaugural reception
"Alice in Wonderland" will have
a dinner from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in
the UC dining room. Admission
is one meal or $3 for commuters
without a meal plan. Dessert
and a program will be in Forum
AB from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
"A Celebration of Baroque Har
mony"
"A Celebration of Baroque Har
mony" will be at 7 p.m. in
Founders Chapel. It is a cham
ber music concert performed by
fine arts faculty and students,
Choral Scholars, USD alumni
and guest musicians. The music
of Vivaldi and Bach will be pre
sented using period instru
ments. General admission is $10,
students $6.

ture Thomas Stauffer, cello,
Cynthia
Darby, piano, and
USD Art Display
Paavikki Nykter, violin, on Sun
The USD Art Department is dis
day, Nov.12 at 3 p.m. They will
playing art from the various art
perform works by Robert
classes in Sacred Heart Hall 102
Schumann and F. J. Haydn. The
through Friday, Nov. 17.
concert will be in the Central
Library's 3rd floor auditorium
TOMORROW
at 820 E. St. in downtown San
Diego. Admission is free. Free
USD Music Recital
and pay parking is available. The
A USD music recital featuring concert is made possible by a
students, faculty and alumni will donation
from
Herbert
be at noon in the French Parlor. Feurereisen. For more informa
It is free to the public.
tion, contact the library's Art &
Music Dept. at 236-5810.

THIS WEEKEND

Love's Labour's Lost
The MFA's production of
"Love's Labour's Lost," directed
by James Bohnen, will be in Sa
cred Heart Hall from Saturday,
Nov. 11 to Saturday, Nov. 18.
Tickets are $5 for students and
$7 for general admission.
Inaugural Mass and Installation
Ceremony
The Inaugural Mass and Instal
lation Ceremony of President
Alice B. Hayes will be in the
Immaculata on Sunday at 2 p.m.
It will be followed by a recep
tion in the UC. Admission tick
ets are required due to limited
seating. They are available in
the UC Box Office.

USD Historical Display
"Sacred Heart and the Catholic
Diocese: A Look Back at USD's
Heritage" will be on display in San Diego Public Library 1995
Copley Library through tomor Fall Concert Series
row. It is a historical display The San Diego Public Library
from the university archives.
1995 Fall Concert Series will fea
f

NEXT WEEK

Fellows Program in Public Af
fairs 1996-97
Coro Southern California will
have representatives conducting
an information session about the
Fellows Program in Public Af
fairs on Wednesday, Nov. 15,
from noon to 1:15 p.m. in UC
104. For more information or to
sign up for the session, call Ca
reer Services at ext. 4654 or Dor
othy Gamoning at (213) 6231234.
Eyes on the Universe
The next segment of the "Eyes
on the Universe" series at the
Reuben H. Fleet Space Theater
and Science Center will be
"Shadow Chasers." It will be
presented by Dennis Mammana,
the Fleet Center's astronomer,
on Wednesday, Nov. 15 at 7p.m.
He will review the total solar

—

FUTURE EVENTS

World Color Performance
World Color is an international
group of musicians and story
tellers promoting peace through
racial tolerance. They will be
performing on Thursday, Nov.
16 at 8 p.m. in UC Forum AB.
For more information, contact
MarkNoizamiatext. 8732 or Jon
Dodds at ext. 8736.
International Security Series
The last in a series of symposia
on International Security will be
on Friday, Nov. 17, from 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m., in UC Forum B. The
forum is on "The U.S., Mexico
and the War on Drugs." It is
cosponsored by the USD
Transborder Institute, the USD
Law School, the United States
International University and the
San Diego World Affairs Coun
cil. Speakers will be Robert
Gelbard, assistant secretary of
state for International Narcotics
and Crime, Richard Craig, pro
fessor of political science at Kent
State University, and Craig
Chretien, special agent in charge
at the drug enforcement admin
istration. For more information,
call ext. 4014.
Celebration of Life Banquet
The Celebration of Life Banquet
to benefit Alternatives Preg
nancy Care Clinic (clinic license
pending) willbe on Friday, Nov.
17 at 7 p.m. at the California

The 33rd annual Guadalajara Summer Session is a 514 week program offering courses in: Spanish at all levels,
anthropology, art, business, education, Latino studies and literature, history, and political science. Both undergraduate
and graduate classes are offered. Classes are taught in both Spanish and English and, although previous Spanish
study is not required, it is recommended. All courses are sponsored by USD and are accepted by most American
universities for undergraduate or graduate credit. Earn up to 614 semester units. Experience living with a Mexican
host family or opt for hotel accommodations. Participate in weekday and weekend excursions to sites of historical
and cultural interest.
Plan your summer now. Come to the:

The Guadalajara Summer Session office is located in Founders 108. Telephone: 260-4598.

Friends of the San Diego Public
Library
The Friends of the San Diego
Public Library will hold a used
book sale on Saturday, Nov. 18
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the lower
level of the University Heights
Branch Library, 4193 Park Bou
levard and Howard Avenue.
Proceeds from the sale will ben
efit the central library.

First Time in San Diego.'

Writing for Television: Ideas That Sell
Sunday, November 12, 1995, 9AM to 3PM
Hyatt Regency, One Market Place, San Diego
An extensive seminar for individuals serious about pursuing
a writing career in Television. Topics include
How the Television Business Works; What Agents Do
and How to Get One, Ideas that Sell; Pitches that Work;
The Fundamentals of Writing Television

June 25, 1996 - August 1, 1996

Find out which classes will be offered for the '96 Session. Speak to students and professors who went to
Guadalajara last summer. Slide show and snacks.

Senior Seminar
The Career Center is holding a
Senior Seminar on Saturday,
Nov. 18 from 8:30 a.m. to noon
in the Manchester Conference
Center. The seminar is to help
graduating seniors learn hiring
trends, learn interview strate
gies, network leads and connect
with alumni professionals. Re
cent alumni will also answer
questions about internships and
resumes. Senior facilitators will
be running the seminar. A free
continental breakfast will be provided.

The Hollywood Extension Presents

Guadalajara Summer Session

Guadalajara Informational Session
November 16,1995
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Serra 211

A Night Without Shelter
USD Office of University Minis
try is presenting "A Night With
out Shelter" on Friday, Nov. 17.
Students will be able to learn
about homelessness firsthand by
spending a night without shel
ter or sustenance. The event will
be in front of the UC from sunset
to sunrise. For more informa
tion, contact Mary Ellen Pitard
at ext. 4735.

"J

Become a part of the fascinating, exciting, .
| intelligent VISTA staff this spring. Call j
1 260-4584 for more details or come down to i
|IIthe VISTA office, located in UC 114b
J
f

Center for the Arts Escondido.
Special guest speakers will be
Sarah and Betty Smith. Music
will be provided by singer
Brianna and the live band Heart
felt. For reservations and more
information, call 741-9796.

Instructor Robin JillBcrnhciiu is a T.V. veteran whose credits include
Quantum Leap", "Star Trek TNG", "Remington Steele". "Crazy Like a Fox".
"Renegade", "Silk Stalkings", "TekWar", "Diagnosis Murder",
"Beauty and the Beast", "Macgyver", and "Matlock."

Full price for this seminar is $ 149. Special student rate is S 119. To enroll,
fill out the coupon below or call 1-800-484-2598. code #8641 to reserve
your space now!
Enroll me and enclosed ii a cheek made payable to Double DB & Auoeiatei/Hollywood Extension. Mail
to 16350 Ventura Blvd., Suite 472, Eneino, CA 91436. If you do not receive written confirmation with
in ten) 10) dayi of your call, please call t -800-484-2598, code # 8641.
Name
Address

felephone_
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Does racial tension melt the melting pot?
M. LORENZO, J. LEE 8C
M. DAVIS
Special to the VISTA
America has been described as a "melt
ing pot," a place to which many "desper
ate immigrants" fled in order to become
part of a "common social and political
foundation."
The topics of the "American Dream"
and what this "Dream" means to the
people of this nation will raise a plethora
of subissues.
For now, we'll stick to the issues that
were raised by Rachel Thompson's ar
ticle on the melting pot. Let's address her
misconceptions.
First, what is "America?" Together,
North and South America comprise the
second largest isolated land mass of the
earth.
Martin Waldseemuller, a German car
tographer, first applied the term
"America" to the southern continent in
honor of Amerigo Vespucci, an Italian
navigator who explored South America.
Gradually, the name came to include
both western continents. America is a
common designation for either or both
North America and South America, for
the Western Hemisphere as a whole, and
for the United States of America.
But, technically speaking, America is
the continent. The United States is our
country. This isn't an explanation of an
"illogical Politically Correct term," it's
the correct "historical view."
Second, what exactly are "mainstream
customs?" Thompsonstates that America
is "not oppressive or coercive in desig
nating mainstream customs." If these
customs don't include police brutality
targeted at specific racial groups, for in
stance young black males, or laws de
signed to deny health care and education
for Hispanic children, Proposition 187 or
the English Only Initiative, then of course
mainstream customs are not coercive or
oppressive.

U
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If you think that slavery is
a thing of the past, take a
look at the sweat shops in
Los Angeles and wonder
why the jeans you wear
cost $30 when the
laborer was only
paid 50 cents.
55
How ironic is it that Thompson would
quote Rodney King, when it appears that
she does not understand the Rodney King
incident.
No matter how shocking it may have
been to her, it came as no surprise to
communities that witness similar acts of
brutality on a daily basis.
Third, what exactly is an "American
heritage?" Thompson says that "many
Americans seem tobe obsessed with des
perately trying to cling to some far-off

cultural tie and shrug off their American
heritage."
What American heritage is she talk
ing about? Is she talking about the
heritage of the Native Americans that
was eradicated and plundered by
immigrants from Europe? Or is she
talking about the heritage of Afri
can-Americans, a race dragged from
their homeland and held in bondage
for several hundred years? Or per
haps she is referring to the heritage of
the Chinese railroad workers and
Japanese and Filipino farmers who
were exploited for the sake of sup
porting the "mainstream customs."
What Thompson doesn't seem to real
ize is that "America" is a country of
immigrants. All "cultural groups" have
shed blood to make this country what it
is. That fact should never be forgotten.
Fourth, what exactly are "desperate
immigrants?" Does her use of this term
mean to suggest that the United States is
the only safe haven in a world where
other countries are rotting cesspools from
which everyone is "desperately" trying
to emigrate?
One would hope that a per
son who wasn't "deprived
of a historical overview"
would know better than
that.
The founders of the
United States were most
likely not "desperate" for
anything, except perhaps
more opportunities to expand
their family holdings. Not all im
migrants came to this country to escape
some horrible oppression in their moth
erland.
Oddly enough, the truly desperate
"would-be immigrants" are not allowed
to come to this country, for instance, the
Haitian boat people, following the 1992
coup. Even boatloads of Jews were de
nied entry to American ports during
World War II.
Besides, religious or political persecu
tion should not be termed "desperation."
And for those immigrants who suppos
edly came here for a "more secure, free
and better way of life," one may wonder
whether they have found it here.
Moreover, not all immigrants came
here of their own accord. African Ameri
cans did not enter this country — they
were forced here. If you think that sla
very is a thing of the past, take a look at
the sweatshops in Los Angeles and won
der why the jeans you wear cost $30
when the laborer was only paid 50 cents.
In this ever-shrinking global village,
the idea that the United States is the sole
beacon of light in an otherwise dark and
desperate world is a luxury that our gen
eration cannot afford.
We must realize how intertwined the
fate of the United States is with the fates
of all other countries and learn to work
together with people that are different
from ourselves.
The United States currently provides
its citizens with a unique opportunity to
learn from different cultures. We should
be trying desperately to learn from each

JON EVEREST/VISTA

Moreover, Thompson wants to say that
identifying with our motherland is bad.
Specifically, she says that African
other and live in harmony.
Americans identifying with Africa is "not
Finally, what is this "melting pot" a good decision" and if they went back
based on, a "common social and political they would not find much comfort in the
foundation?" Many first-generation im systems there. Unless Thompson is an
migrants came to this country for the African American woman speaking for
ideals it supposedly stands for.
herself, and herself only,she has no stand
On paper, the idea of a "more perfect ing to say what is a good or bad decision
union" bent on liberty, justice and the for Black America.
general welfare sounds great. How can
Moreover, Thompson uses South Af
even first-generation immigrants be rica, a small country on the largest conti
thankful when qualified people are be nent, as her only example of a terrible
ing turned away from jobs because of system. If Thompson had a more realis
their foreign accents? Why are the sons tic view of the world, she would realize
and daughters of first generation immi that the world is not as bad as she paints
grants being referred to as "third, fourth it out to be and the United States is not as
and fifth-generation migrants?" Such a perfect as she would like to believe.
statement shows how some citizens of
Understanding others does not come
this country are not seen as equals.
from "melting" them into yourself.
What liberty is there when people are "Melting" means "assimilation." Assimi
criticized for being interested in their lation entails being swallowed up into
own history and culture? Yes, we are something—much like a dish where one
proud to be Americans. But the "third, spice overpowers the others to become
fourth and fifth-generation migrants" the only flavor.
(who are not migrantsbecause they were
On the other hand, diversity is about
born here and are just as American as coming together to form a new identity
everyone else) need not deny their his where each distinct spice gives life to the
torical roots.
whole dish and creates a new flavor.
Our recognition of our historical roots
There is hope for our country. The
does not mean that we denounce America hope is not that we all be melted down
as hopelessly racist. The "labeling" of into one anomalous lump. The hope is
ourselves as Asian Americans and Afri that we interact and understand one
can Americans (note the lack of hyphen another's differences, thereby mixing
ation in these terms) signifies the duality ourselves up into a new flavor.
of our nature and celebrates the differ
What ever happened to the "melting
ences. It signifies the diversity that makes pot?" It melted from the heat of this
this nation great. That is the "concrete nation's tensions. It's time for a different
logical" meaning for these Politically approach, a different way of thinking
Correct terms.
and a different metaphor.
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Understanding feminism is key to the future
MARGIE GOMEZ
Special to the VISTA
A recent VISTA "Voices of USD" indi
cates that our community is in dire need
of feminist education.
The public, vulnerable to gross gener
alizations and trusting the media as a
reliable source, quickly adopts inad
equate definitions of what feminism
means.
Likewise the patriarchy's definition of
feminism promulgates stereotypes of
radical, angry, sexist women who hate
men, who "go too far," "to the extremes"
and "don't know what they are talking
about." (quotes from the VISTA poll)
Instead of asking people who are as
hostile to feminism as these quotes would
imply, instead of relying on a patriarchal
media that feminism opposes, instead of
blindly adopting false stereotypes, we
should go straight to the source for our
definition of feminism.
So I offer you the definition of femi
nism from a feminist herself.
A basic definition of feminism is a
person who is an egalitarian. A feminist
is someone who believes in equality, es
pecially gender equality. According to
Bell Hooks, feminism is a movement to
end sexism and sexist oppression.
Webster's dictionary tells us feminism
is a movement to win political, economic
and social equality for women. Femi
nists believe that people have the right to
define themselves.
Feminists don't hate men or think
women are superior; that would be sex
ist.
"To me, feminism means that women
and men, girls and boys, were equal,"
feminist author Barbara Findlen said.
"Almost every woman has experienced
the feeling of being mistreated,
trivialized, kept out, put down, ignored,
assaulted, laughed at or discriminated
against because of her gender."
Feminists are both women and men
who believe that women are as valuable
as men and entitled to the same rights.
There are several reasons people have
difficulty crowning themselves "femi
nists." One reason is the sentiment that
feminism does not describe equality. This
concern is reflected by theclaim, "but I'm
a humanist." Other people enjoy the
benefits and principles of feminism but
they hesitate to say they are feminists.

LETTERSTO
The VISTA encourages readers
to comment or reply to articles or
issues in the paper. All letters must
be signed, and include a telephone
number and USD ID number for
verification purposes. Names may
be withheld upon request. Please
keep letters less than one page,
double-spaced. The VISTA re
serves the right to edit for length
and clarity.
Letters may be mailed, handdelivered or sent by e-mail. Ad
dress letters to the USD VISTA
attn. Letters to the Editor; 5998
Alcala Park; San Diego, CA921102492. Hand-delivered letters
should be brought to the VISTA
office, located at the University
Center, 114b. Send e-mail to
vista@pwa.acusd.edu.

Instead they claim, "I'm not a feminist
but..." and proceed to state ideals that are
actually commonly held feminist beliefs.
Some examples of this are supporting
women in higher education, desiring
gender equity, believing that women
should be free to move about safely with
out having to suffer the horrors of do
mestic violence, rape and sexual
harrassment. Since these are similar af
flictions, I call it the "but-I-am-a-humanist... I-am-not-a-feminist-but..." syn
drome, or for abbreviation, the "but-but"
syndrome.
These sentiments are inadequate to
proclaim a change from the status quo to
a state of equality that includes the feminine
and women.
They are inadequate because, whether
people like it or not, they live in a patriar
chal world.
Our social construction discriminates
against women and the feminine linguis
tically, economically, politically and so
cially.
Because I do not agree with this order
of things, I am a feminist. I believe the
masculine and the feminine are interde
pendent, and must co-exist in balance.

U

Feminists are both women
and men who believe that
women are as valuable as
men and entitled
to the same rights.
55

Unlike the social ideologies and insti
tutions surrounding me, I believe in
women and I value the feminine. I was
once a "but-but." Now those objections
are cancelled by two others, "but I live in
a society that is sexist" and "but his cul
ture favors the masculine and the male."
If we believe the feminine and women
to be as valuable as the masculine and
male, we cannot passively assimilate into
the dominant patriarchal culture when
we define ourselves. Feminism is a term
that declares our disagreement with the
sexist order of things.
The goal of feminism is beautifully
described by feminine author and activ
ist, Andrea Dworkin. She says, "[Femi
nism] is not a movement that just passes

down an ideology; it's a movement that
creates ideology, and that is very differ
ent. It creates ways of understanding the
world of masculinity and femininity,
ways of understanding what prejudice is
as a social construction, how it works,
how it is transmitted, [and] what func
tion it serves in this society. So we are
dedicated to questions and we try to find
answers. We are also a movementagainst
human suffering."
One of the most popular stereotypes
for feminism is that of the angry woman
who does not conform to any social rules
of gender.
An example of this stereotype is the
woman who does not wear a bra or re
move her body hair. Bras and body hair
are petty discussions, but I find thisgriev
ance against feminism intriguing.
Before I paint a picture of reality, I'd
like to dismantle the severity of the accu
sation.
What is so wrong about being angry?
If you are not angry that legions of women
are raped and beaten because they are
women, if you are not angry that women
are socialized toadopt characteristics that
undermine their success and wholeness
in this culture, if you are not angry that
women are working for less pay than
men, and still shouldering the bulk of
house work, if you cannot see a just cause
for anger, then I wonder how aware you
are.
I wonder what makes this stereotype
so ugly: the claim that women's anger is
unjustified or the fact that women are not
permitted to show anger?
In any case, feminists are not constantly
raging and frothing at the mouth. The
dominating feelings in my life are joy,
wonder and hope; feminism is a major
source of this happiness.
But sometimes I do get angry. There
are certainly a few radicals, as in any
movement, who maintain their anger 24 /
7.
These are the people whose presence
will demand the attention of a culture
who agrees to allow oppression. These
are the people the media will focus on
and whose sincere passion the media
will exploit. And certainly there are ex
tremists.
But as a whole, feminists use their
conviction, compassion and hope more
often than anger.
As far as agendas for social change go,

feminism has as many different faces as
it does issues.
Some women and men who are femi
nists believe that gender equity is a most
urgent issue.
There are some feminists who are
chiefly concerned with the debate over
reproductive rights.
Some feminists focus on ending
heterosexism. Other feminists are mov
ing to understand their roles as fathers
who are actively involved in the rearing
of their children.
Some feminists are predominantly con
cerned with securing adequate childcare
and institutionalizing policies that sup
port families. Other feminists are com
mitted to ending racism.
My personal favorites are issues of
spirituality and developing transforma
tive theories for a self-actualization that
is androgynous.
In this sexist society, which favors the
masculine and the male, feminism must
be understood as a movement working
for equality and encompassing many is
sues.
Understanding feminism is a first step
towards taking partin the feminist trans
formation of a future of freedom.

Filipino values of God, family, and edu
cation. I celebrate the Filipino way of life.
These cultural ingredients to the person
I claim to be are hardly the oppressive
and repugnant factors that, as you said,
caused my people to "flee in despera
tion." You may be right in saying that
some people came to this country of op
portunity to find a better way of life. But
I hardly think they came here to lose the
culture from which theycame. To equate
culture with government oppression
seems a little illogical to me. It wasn't the
culture that inspired my parents to leave
the Philippines, it was the lack of oppor
tunity.
To celebrate being a Filipino Ameri
can, or an African American or a white
American is to pay respect to those who
have built this country and to realize the
contribution one's people have made to
the proverbial melting pot. To say one is
more than American is to transcend the
commonality of our culture and acknowl
edge that we are more than a people tied
together by a government, but a people

educated enough, secure enough and
proud enough to embrace some of the
values of other cultures which have
shaped this nation.
I can not truthfully say I would be
the same person with the same values
had I been born an American Indian.
I invite you, Ms. Thompson to edu
cate yourself about the diverse, color
ful and sometimes tragic history of
Filipinos in this country. I urge you to
come and find out why I chose to call
myself a Filipino American.
The beauty of the country is in its
ability to accommodate all the differ
ent cultures one can find. Only in this
country can one have a French crois
sant for breakfast, a Mexican-Ameri
can burrito for lunch and Japanese food
for dinner, and not think anything
about it.
One can not be just American.
America was built on the diverse cul
tures it tried to integrate. To be just
American is un-American.
Val Rimas Paraiso

Students speak on feminism
The comments Gomez refers to are
from the "Voices of USD" on Oct. 5.
The question was "What is your
definition of a feminist and do you
consider yourself one?'
"Someone who takes equal rights of men
and women to an extreme. I wouldn't
consider myself one, but I have the
tendancy."

Jennifer Cotsidas

"Someone who isfa natical in their benefits
of women's rights. 1 don't feel women are
disabled. We all have equal rights."
Erin Cummings
"I believe in equality, bull don't go to the
extremes as feminists do. They go too far to
support their views."
Mark Bella
" A n annoying person who barks about
issues and doesn't know.what they' re talkShawni Atkins

EDITOR
The deadline for letters to be
printed in the next issue is Sunday
at noon.

America is beautiful culturally
Whatever happened to the melting pot,
Ms. Thompson? The melting pot is alive
and well in America. It is kept hot with
the burning coals of cultural awareness
and mutual respect. From the Armenian
American to the Zimbabwean Ameri
can, the melting pot continues to grow,
learn, share and change. It would not be
able to do so without the help of indi
viduals as proud of their native heritage
as they are of their American culture and
willing to share that foreign culture with
others different from themselves.
I am as equally proud to say I am
Filipino as to say I am American. To say
I am one independent of the other would
take away from who I really am. It would
be like asking if a man was more a father
to his children or a husband to his wife.
I eat Filipino food. I remain loyal to the
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Before anyone else is out of bed in the morning, surfers are on the beach scoping the waves and preparing themselves for a sunrise ride.
AMIE MCMULLIN
Asst. Lifestyle Editor

Eclectic coastlines, rocky point breaks
and long sandy beaches are reasons
enough for surfers to challenge nature's
waters one on one.
But what is it about surfing that lures
these unique individuals to such an ex
treme adrenaline rush when witnessing
a double-overhead? How do they at
tribute this powerful energy into an im
mortal identity?
Although all surfers are unique in their
individual passions for the sport, several
combined reasons tend to surface as ex
planations.
"When I enter the line-up, it's like a
game that's never complete," said USD

mm HOME

continued from front page

This Sunday is the beginning
of Hunger and Homeless Week
at USD, sponsored by Univer
sity Ministry.

VISTA COVER STORY

USD Homeless
Outreach
Hunger and Homeless Week is
one of many activities which
USD offers to undergraduates
so that they might learn more

THPOUGH THE

EVES OF A
SUPFEI?

senior James Zogg.
Many extreme surfers would agree
with Zogg's comparison. In surfing, there
is no race against time.

about the plight of the home
less.
Associate Campus Minister
Mary Ellen Pitard is one of the
organizers of this year's events.
She, along with the rest of Uni
versity Ministry, set up this
year's itinerary which will fea
ture a volunteer fair, a canned
food drive and "A Night With
out Shelter," in which 50 under
graduates will spend the night
in front of the UC with other
members of the USD commu
nity. Homeless people from the
St. Vincent De Paul Center will
also take part in the event, to

With the ocean, one is always guaran
teed another attempt. Whether this be a
one-foot wave or twelve feet, the power
of the opponent never dies.

further simulate the homeless
experience.
"A Night Without Shelter" is
the concluding event of Hunger
and Homeless Week. This year's
schedule also features speaker
Father Ken Hamilton, a mem
ber of the society of the Divine
Word, and the USD Day of Fast.
University Ministry isn't the
only organization on campus to
sponsor interaction with the
homeless each semester.
A group of seven USD stu
dents visited Storefront, a down
town youth shelter on Oct. 23 ,
as part of a program sponsored

In this "game" there are no rules. While
nature sets the course, the surfer always
makes the first move and no one ever
loses.
Many claim their passion for surfing to
be a direct means to escape. "When I
paddle out, I leave the shore-line and all
my problems behind," said surfer Jason
Curtz.
Radical surfers often attribute hours
and hours of practice on quick turns rail
to rail, big airs and tube rides as ways of
channeling their thoughts towards some
thing active and physical.
Surfing, like many sports, is a physical
way of releasing built-up energy. Stress,
emotions and basic anxiety can produce

by Homeless Outreach, a sub
group of AS Volunteer Services.
The students spent an evening
eating dinner and talking with
the homeless teens at the shel
ter.
Homeless Outreach takes a
group of ten students to Store
front at least twice each semes
ter. USDsenior Cristina McKay,
co-coordinator of Homeless
Outreach, said the October visit
was a good experience.
According to McKay, the visit
was more personal because the
volunteers spent the evening
getting to know the seven teens

see SURFER on page 10
at the shelter.
The visit was also unique be
cause the teens there were all
undocumented citizens from
Mexico looking for work in San
Diego. Only one of the teens
spoke English, which presented
a challenge for the volunteers
that went.
Despite this obstacle, the USD
students found a way to com
municate. According to McKay,
each volunteer interacted with
at least one of the teens by the
end of the night.

see HOMEon page 11
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by Geoff Cunningham

This November, I chose to talk to you
My grandfather is a great man.
I could go on and on about his
achievments, but I'm sure most
of us could about our grandfa
thers. All you really need to
know is that in my eyes, he is a
great man.
At the beginning of my teen
age years, right around the time
one begins to feel different,
maybe alone, my grandfather
always talked to me.
We didn't have to talk about
anything important, but there
was a level of respect there that
united usdespite our differences
in age and wisdom.
He never put himself above
me, not once. And I think that
makes a great man.
Fall is here again. People say
there is no fall in San Diego.
Yeah, I know the weather's
barely changed, neither has the
color of the trees, nor the amount
of clothing you put on in the
morning, but I know it's still fall.
Six years ago, I sat next to my
Grandfather's big, brown leather

chair, yelling at people on the
TV like we always did. He
picked up one of those yellow
legal pads of paper to show me
something.
"Geoffrey," he said, "I'm go
ing to die soon, and thisis where
I want you to spread my ashes."
On it was a quick sketch of the
second hole of the golf course he
worked repairingclubs.
"There's a giant oak right here.
That's where I want to be."
Fall is definitely back. It comes
back every year to remind me of
what I lost, what I gained and
where I am.
It was right around this time
in November my mom returned
home to find me sitting in the
dark alone. She told me he had
passed away. I turned on theTV
and put my pain far away.
We would rather walk around
with our fake smiles and our
fake laughs than admit any pain
to anyone, but pain is as smart as
it is patient. It knows when you
are faking it, and it will stick

around until you decide to give
it attention.
There are so many ways to
deal with the pain. It mainly
involves releasing it through
communication. Talk to some
one, listen to someone or maybe
even write to someone.
We all have some sort of pain
that haunts us, but we all have
voices with which to speak and
ears with which to listen. It's a
great way to help, and you may
even save a life — possibly your
own.
The leaves were still on the
oak tree when my family went
out to spread his ashes, but it
was fall.
I will never forget the feel of
his ashes. I will never forget the
oak tree that watched and
watches over him. And I will
never forget the reflection of the
moon upon him.
This November, I chose to talk
to you. Thank you for listening.
Change your mind.

Definitions
for surf jive
and lingo

IM-TPO tO
*

DENNIS VEHA/VISTA

^double overhead: a wave two times the size of the surfer's
height
Jodi Diamond watches the sunset a er surfing at Mission Beach
especially after a failed attempt.
SURFER
"It's soothing out there," said Mission
continued from page 9
Beach resident, Jeff Kaminski. "This one
time, my friend was going through the
excessive energy that can be released pain of loosing his brother. We went out
externally through athletics.
there and he directed his thoughts to
Concentration on mastering specific ward the waves."
maneuvers is a way of challenging one's
Many agree that surfing is a spiritual
mind and body without the added emo release. The open ocean and constant
tional stress. Distinct maneuvers may sunsets release a feeling of tranquility
include speed, air, recovery and basic that can often only be captured through
composure.
nature.
Speed requires hitting the lip hard
Kaminski agrees. "It's like an art form.
while simultaneously centering yourself You can express yourself by carving up
over the board. After successfully get the waves," he said.
ting air, one must transition to recovery,
Surfing exemplifies a form of power
keeping the board under their feet.
ful communication for many. And as
Similar to any other performance, con long as the swells continue to exist, so
stant composure is a mental challenge, will the language.

•hitting the lip: part of wave that is just breaking
•line up: area in water where surfers sit while they wait for the
sets of waves to come in
•point breaks: location where waves consistently break
•rail to rail: the transfer of weight from one rait of board to
the other
•recovery: returning back to erect position on board
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"Once you make an effort, they don't
have a problem talking to you, " McKay
said. "The first step has to come from
somebody else to make that communica
tion happen."
USD freshman Carrie McKee partici
pated in the Storefront visit.She said she
enjoyed being involved in the activity,
but felt that she could do more to help
other homeless people. "Those people
were already being helped," she said.
"There are a lot of people that still aren't
being helped. I think those are the people
we should be taking care of."
According to Davis, homeless teens in
particular need help. They tend to expe
rience traumatizing events such as the
ones she experienced when she was
homeless.
Davis voluntarily left home in 1988
because of her mother's drug addiction
and her stepfather's physical abuse. Davis
found herself in a very dysfunctional
situation.
"I left because the situation was
screwed up," Davis said. "I wasn't
screwed up."
Davis stayed with friends periodically.
If she couldn't find a place to stay, she
would sleep in cars or on the street. "I
would sleep in cars if they were unlocked
and I would sleep under cars if they were
locked," she said.
Davis was able to survive in this man
ner despite not having help from anyone
or any agency, including her former high
school in El Cajon.
"I don't think anybody at that school
ever tried to help me with anything,"
Davis said. She would sometimes hitch
hike toschool, wear the same clothes and
clean herself up in the bathroom.
She attributes her school's lack of as
sistance to the fact that it was in an "up
per, upper, upper middle class commu
nity." The administration, including her
vice principal who knew she was not
living at home, "did not want to acknowl
edge that there were students in the school
who had anything but that lifestyle," she
said.
Davis' grandparents eventually invited
her to live with them after finding out she
had been homeless. In her senior year of
high school, Davis moved back in with
her mother, who had since become sober
and divorced Davis' abusive stepfather.
In retrospect, Davis said that she views

that year as an intense, life-changing ex
perience.
"If I wouldn't have gone out and expe
rienced what I had experienced, I would
have never been as strong a person as I
am today," Davis said.
"[The experience was] positive because
I can reach out to people who feel they
have no hope," Davis said.
Davis said she advocates any programs
in which college students go to homeless
teens and help them, because she knows
what it's like to have to survive on the
streets without any help.
The purpose of "Hunger and Home
less Week" at USD is to provide help to
the campus community. According to
Pitard, last year's"A Night Without Shel
ter" was very successful and helped stu
dents relate to the situations homeless
people face.
"The students were impressed," Pitard
said. The 50 participants had to endure
the coldest night recorded inSan Diego's
history, a chilling 30 degrees. But the
students were able to hear firsthand
accounts from the homeless people tak
ing part in the activity.
A married couple shared their experi
ence with participants. They were recent
college graduates who moved from the
east coast to find jobs in Southern Cali
fornia. They didn't make enough money
to sustain themselves and ended up
homeless.
In addition to Hunger and Homeless
Week, University Ministry alsosponsors
trips to the St. Vincent De Paul Soup
Kitchen Tuesdays and Thursdays each
week. Sign-ups are the day before in UC
238.
"Ninety-five percent of the students
who go are amazed that there are women
and children there," Pitard said about
the typical student reaction. She said
there is an unfortunate rise in theamount
of women and children on the street. She
also said the number of homeless teens in
San Diego has doubled in the past few
years.
"People basically stereotype people
who are homeless," McKay said about
the general attitude of students at USD.
"There's a lot of ignorance about the
people we deal with ... for me, my job is
about breaking down those stereotypes."
"You can't go through life separating
yourself from other peoplebecause you'll
never learn," McKay said. "We are all
basically the same."

VOICESOFUSD
Should fraternities and sororities be
allowed to have open parties?

I feel that if the stu
dents want to party,
then they have a right
to. As long as it is
safe, then they should
be able to.
^
KEN CHAPMEN

Yes. It gets difficult to
have a money flow. It
is also a good way to
promote your frater
nity and sorority for
rush.
^ USA SCHUBERT

Yes. It is perfectly
legal.

MATT EVERETT >

Additional reporting done by News Editor Janet
Osterbye.

Absolutely, it is an
opportunity for every
one to get to know
each other. They
make the Greek sys
tem not as closed off.

The VISTA is accept
ing applications for the
Spring '96 semester
story editors
design editors
layout editors
assistant editors
copy editors
writers
photographers
artists
Applications are available in the VISTA office, located in
room 114b in the University Center. For more information,
stop by the VISTA office or call 260-4584

JENNIE VIRGILIO

Yes, what else are they
going to do? They
don't have houses, so
where else are they
going to have their
parties?
^
CASEY STEFFEN
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ADIDAS <AH Day I Dream About Sex)

TOP 7
Most frequently asked
questions at USD.
7. What exactly is a scone?
6. Where the hell are the tram
stops?

HI LADIES. You might not know me, but my
name is David Mullins — David P. Mullins, to
be exact. The other day, upon listening to two
rather excited young women gab about what
they were going to wear to that night's date
dash, I realized that I have never, in the four
years I have attended this university, been to
a USD date dash.
Given the things I've heard go on at these
"dashes," I felt rather saddened that I have
never experienced one firsthand. Then I
started to think, is there something wrong with
me? Am I not compatible with USD sorority
girls? Am I not good enough? Is it the hair?
I then realized, no, there's nothing wrong
with me. Of course I'm compatible with so
rority girls. Of course I'm good enough.
Women love the hair. It must simply be that
the sorority women of the USD community are
intimidated — and understandably so — by a
man such as myself. (Don't worry girls, I'm
used to it.)
Well, ladies, here's your big chance. Be in

timidated no longer. I am officially declaring
myself available to attend my first USD so
rority date dash. My home phone number is
488-9216. I can also be reached at the VISTA
office at 260-4584. Please feel free to leave a
message if no one should answer. In addi
tion, I can be seen just about anywhere on
campus at any given time, so don't be bash
ful. Come on up and introduce yourself.
In the interest of fairness, I'm afraid I'm go
ing to have to say yes to the first girl who asks
me. But please do not be discouraged if I
should turn you down — I'm willing to plan
ahead for future date dashes. If need be, I'll
take reservations. I am also willing to go with
groups, so feel free to team up.
All sororities are encouraged to participate.
I have no preference for which date dash I
attend. Oh, and one other thing. Please, no
fighting. There's only one of me. Just be pa
tient and you'll get your chance.
GOOD LUCK! And remember, a night with
Dave Mullins is a night of magic!

Q U O T E O V E R H E A R D IN T H E U . C .
^ No, it's not a mountain they're building in front of
the Immaculata. It's & fountain."
QOV BEAT
Remember, Bid-Day is rapidly approaching, so don't miss your chance to
join the niftiest group on campus. We'll have parties, formals, and even tshirts with greek letters. These tee's, when paired with boxers (dress, stock
ings, and heels in hand), make the perfect "walk of shame"/ "stride of pride"
attire. So don't miss out. Call DAVE, adena, or shannon at x4584 and get
ready to party like a rock star.

Lancho and Puke in Wonderland

5. What's the name of that one
really pretty blond chick? You
know, she's in a sorority?
4. Wait, we have a midterm
today?
3. You d idn't have any trouble
finding parking, did you?
2. Is Dave Mullins "Naked
Man?"
1. What's with the big gumball
machine, and why does it
keep moving all around the
marketplace?

The Countdown is On!
Only ,*» days until the rat maze in the
middle of Marian Way disappears and the fi
esta of all fiestas begins.
Here's what we wish would happen. Presi
dent Alice B. Hayes would declare it a "free
day" for all. We would all drive to school,
clutching our bathing suits and rubber
duckies, drooling in anticipation. Oscar would
be serving french fries and long weenies with
a smile that would spread from here to the
heavens. We would all be romping in the wa
ter, hand in hand, splashing around to the tune
of Bryan Adams' classic hit, "Summer of '69."
We wish this was more than simply a dream
of ours. We may have to pop in Bryan's Reck
less album and go to Raging Waters all by our
selves.

by Jon Everest
I THINK THER.E'S
! WV0J2-E fceEfc QV£R.\
THEkE.
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College Bowl
USD'sVarsity
Sport of the Mind

The Parking Shuffle:

GIANNA RAVENSCROFT

Boo MARDIAN
Director of Parking

A.S. Director of Academic Programming

Hred of showing off your talents on
the field or on the court? If so, get ready
to participate in this years academic in
tramural, College Bowl at USD! College
Bowl spotlights the fastest minds on cam
pus as they excel on the playing field of
knowledge and academics.
Every year USD hosts its own campus
level College Bowl competition where
teams compete by answering questions
in a variety of areas ranging from science
and politics to current events and sports
trivia. The win
ning USD team
jl
receives prizes
and advances to
the Regional College Bowl compe\As»%
tition where they
\
will
compete
against
other
school teams.
This year's competition is in Aromas
on Monday, November 13 and starts at 7
p.m. Anyone can participate in this year's
competition, whether you have a team al
ready organized or you can sign up indi
vidually (free pizza and drinks will be
provided). If you missed the College
Bowl Informational on Nov. 2, please see
me in UC 161 or call x4350 for more in
formation as soon as possible. Whether
you'll be competing or just showing your
support, I hope to see you all there!

What's Up!
Nov 9-Nov 16

No more picking and choosing
Confusion seems to be running ram
pant in the hearts and minds of the USD
driving population. What exactly are the
parking rules and when and where can I
park?
The answers to all these
questions and more were
given to us in the form of
two pieces of paper when
we received our permits,
and although I know most
everybody still has theirs,
some of us did do the envi
ronmentally conscious thing
and recycled those puppies
as quickly as possible.
If you have any questions about the
parking rules you need to ask one of the
following people: Molly or Rosemary at
Parking Services x4518, Parking Supervi
sor Gene Trebes, or Frank Holcomb (light
blue shirt, dark blue shorts, nice tan,
walks up and down campus giving
people tickets). Don't ask or believe any
one else, not USD Information, not Pub
lic Safety, not your English professor and
certainly not your roommate, because
they do not know. So let's go over some
frequently misunderstood rules.
Students may never park in visitor
spaces. Students living on campus may
never park in Faculty/Staff spaces, not on
weekends, not on holidays, never. Stu
dents living on campus can only park in
white lined non-reserved main campus

November 9
Elections

spaces on weekdays from 7 PM to 2 AM
and from 7PM Friday to 2 AM early Mon
day morning (Camino/Founders Resi
dents may never park on main campus
except for their
reserved parking
lot).
People with
$75 Commuter
Stickers may only
park in Faculty/
Staff spaces from
6 PM to 2 AM on
weekdays and
from 6 PM Friday
to 2 AM early Monday morning.
If you have any questions, comments,
suggestions, or complaints contact your
class senators or me at x4715, or e-mail
us at issues@acusd.edu.

Homecoming King/Queen
Run-Offs
UC Foyer10-5pm
November 11
Social

Homecoming Dinner & Dance
7pm-1am
inaugural Mass
2:00pm
Imaculata Church
November 13
Academic Programming
College Bowl
Aromas 7-10pm
November 14
Women's Center
Sex, Passion & Intimacy'
Aromas 8pm
November 15
Social issues

Native Apache Heater
UC107 7pm
November 16
Cultural Arts & Concerts
World Color Concert
Forum AB 8:30pm

USD students! Earn up to four units at

SDSU Wirvtersession

January 2 - 19, 1996
Choose from hundreds of short,
intensive courses from over
40 departments!

Best of all...

tf^iersessiMrtJ^
JEm n

_

' fZ in
• Admission to SDSU is not required
• Most courses $120 per unit
(for both CA residents & non-residents)
• Most courses transferable
(contact your USD advisor for applicability)
• Short, intensive courses
Uncrowded campus
No parking congestion
MasterCard, Visa, cash, check or money order accepted

m

H
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?
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Call 594-5152 for course information or

to have a free schedule mailed to you in mid-November.
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Save S10 Plus Get Up To 7,000* Bonus Miles
I When Yon Use Your MasterCard® Card To Fly Shuttle™ By United.

I
I

Take $10 Off When You Buy A Roundtrip
On Shuttle™ By United. It's fast, it's easy,
and you won't have to worry about lost,
stolen, or forgotten tickets again.
All you need to do is:
1. Have your MasterCard® card ready and call 1-800SHUTTLE, ask for E-TicketSM and book your flight.
2. Mention this coupon code — Promo UA 0107.
3. We'll store your electronic ticket in our ticketing data
base. Your receipt and itinerary will be mailed to you. If
needed sooner, ask at the airport. Should you need to
exchange or refund your ticket, you can complete your
arrangements by phone (1-800-SHUTTLE).
4 TO RECEIVE YOUR BONUS MILES, simply call
1-800-930-3104 and enroll in Mileage Plus® or
register your Mileage Plus Membership number. Your
Mileage Plus number must be in your reservation in order
to receive your first roundtrip flight bonus.
5. When you check in for your flight, show your
student photo I.D. and your MasterCard® card
you used to purchase your flight.

Call 1-800-SHUTTLE, ask for
E-Ticket SM and book your flight.
To receive bonus miles
call 1-800-930-3104.
Stuff The Lawyers Wrote...
Discount is valid on Shuttle™ by United published roundtrip tares ot $75
or more when issued as an electronic ticket. (CALL 1-800-SHUTTLE.)
Discount is available only on tickets purchased with a MasterCard® card.
Discount is available only at time of reservation and is only valid on up to two
paid tares purchased together for travel on same flight date and class of service.
Tickets must be purchased 7 days in advance or by May 15,1996, whichever is
earlier, and are valid for travel through May 31,1996. Offer is not valid with any
other discounts, promotional fares. Mileage Plus® Awards, SilverWing Plus™,
convention, group, tour, government, military, senior citizen, student, child, travel
package, travel industry discount, joint, interline, wholesale, or bulk. Discounted
travel is eligible for Mileage Plus credit. Seats available for certain fares are
capacity controlled and may not be available on certain flights or dates. Discount
does not apply November 21/22/26,1995; December 21-23,26-30,1995; January
1-2,1996; or April 4-8,1996. All fares, taxes, and surcharges, including
Passenger Facility Charges are extra. Certificate has no cash or refund value and
is void if altered or duplicated.
•Receive 5,000 bonus miles on the first roundtrip you take on United/United
Express/Shuttle by United through 5/31/96 using this offer, plus an additional
2,000 bonus miles when you enroll as a new member in Mileage Plus® during
this promotion. Valid only on first roundtrip through May 31,1996.
"Must be issued using E-Ticket® electronic ticketing service for a roundtrip fare
of $75 or more. Travel must be completed by May 31,1996.

Travel Agent Ticketing Instructions:
Treat as Type A - Discount Certificate
1. Validate on UA/016 only. Accept only the original certificate. Apollo will
subprice using appropriate TIC code.
2. Issue ticket as follows:
a. FARE BASIS - Actual published Fare Basis and TIC SBU13 ($10 discount).
b. ENDORSEMENTS - "VLD UA." Add other restrictions e.g. "NON REF"
if space allows.
c. NOT VALID BEFORE - Normal date for fare used.
d. NOT VALID AFTER - May 15,1996 or fare expiration date whichever is earlier.
e. FORM OF PAYMENT - Actual form of payment.
I. FARE/TAX/TOTAL - Subtract $9.09 from base fare. Add applicable
surchargesAaxes/tees and compute total.
g. APOLLO AGENCIES - Enter HB:DLD. Minor keystroke variations may exist
depending on your CRS, so please check.
3. Draw a diagonal line. Write EXCHANGED across Certificate lace. Enter ticket
number. Attach auditor's coupon to certificate and report to ARC.
4. Standard commission on amount actually collected.
5. Valid travel period: through May 31,1996.

Promo Code UA 0107 PROMO # 8 016 5003 000 005 3

.COLLEGE

BY UNITED

©1995 MasterCard International Incorporated

^festerValu^"
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SPORTS
Commentary • Analysis • Results • Schedule
AROUNDTH EHORN

A wrap-up of this week's
sporting events at USD
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Volleyball was victorious last weekend
TASHA JACKSON
Staff Writer

Men's Soccer

The USD Men: s soccer team
completed last weekend's WCC
action with
a 5-0 win over Gonzaga and a 4-1
loss to Portland.
In the first match against
Gonzaga, USD was ted by
Guillermojara who scored two
goals and had one assist on the
night.
In the final road game of the
season, USD was not able to com
plete a weekend sweep as Portland
scored the first three goals of the
game and went on to win, 4-1.
USD's lone goal came from Jara on
an assist from Jaime Munro.
The team's final games of the
season will be this weekend at home
against
Cat State Fullerton and Loyola
Marymount. The game against CSF
will be on Thursday at 7 pm at
Torero Stadium. The final game of
the season, against Loyola
Marymount, will on Sunday at 2
p.m.
Women's Soccer

The USD Women's soccer team
completed their season with a win
over Gonzaga, 3-0, and a lose to
Portland, 2-0.
Against Gonzaga the team was
led by Ann Marie Snorsky who
scored two goals to go along with a
penalty kick from Amy Goaziou to
earn tire victory. Goalkeeper
Allison Worden also recorded her
7th shutout of the season.
In their fina! game of the season,
USD faced the nation's second
ranked team, Portland. In what was
a very close game Portland scored
two guals in the first half and was
able to hang on in the second half
for a 24) win.

The USD volleyball team defeated both
Cal Poly SLO and San Francisco in three
game sweeps at home last weekend.
On Friday night, USD faced Cal Poly
SLO and easily took control of the match
early by winning the first two games 151 and 15-3. After the break, Cal Poly Slo
challenged USD by coming out strong to
take an early 11-2 lead in the third game.
Despite being down, USD remained calm
and consistently chipped away at the
lead going on to win the last game 16-14.
"We really dominated from the first
point," said sophomore Maria Bowden.
"We all focused and clicked."
USD dominated the University of San
Francisco as well last Saturday night on
way to a quick 15-11,15-7,15-8 sweep of
USF. USD took control of the scoreboard
from the start and continued to over
whelm San Francisco all night.
"San Francisco could never catch up
and get ahead," said sophomore
LaManda Mounts, who led the team this
weekend in kills and digs. "As a team we
are just playing better and better each
match."
"The competition was better than the
scores show, the team didn't let them
play" said Head Coach Sue Synder "The
team is playing well and having fun."
USD is 16-7 overall and 10-2 in the
league with five games remaining in their
season. USD's record leaves them tied
with Pepperdine for second place in the
West Coast Conference and with a good
chance for post season play in either the
NCAA or the NCIA tournament.
USD's next two matches will be at
home against Gonzaga on November 10
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA
and against Portland on the 11th.
The Toreros killed this weekend's competition with a powerful offense.

Mr

Hi

USD crew rows by competition in season opener
JENNIFER BABIC
Staff Writer

Upcoming

Wednesday, Nov. 8
Men's Basketball vs.Hi Five
America (Exhibition) @ 7 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 9
Men's Soccer vs.CS Fullerton® 7p.m.
Friday, Nov. 10
Volleyball vs. Gonzaga @ 7 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 11
Football vs. Wagner College
{Homecoming) @ 1:30 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Portland @ 7 p.m.
Swimming vs. USD Alumni @ 10
a.m.

Sunday, Nov. 12
Men's Soccer vs. Loyola Marymount
@ 2 p.m.
CARLA KHOURY/VIST A

—STEVE KUL

Single shells were among the many other boats racing in Mission Bay.

The annual Fall Classic, held on Mis
sion Bay last week, marked the official
start of the 1995-96 season for the USD
crew team. The fall races, usually 5000
meters long, a little over three miles, are
a test, not only of strength, but endur
ance as well.
USD was awarded the trophy for the
most collegiate wins during the week
end.
The men's varsity team took first place
in an eight-man boat race and a four man
boat race as well. The women's varsity
took first in a four woman race and sec
ond in an eight.
The men's novice took third place in a
very close race, and the women's novice
took first and second in their race.
USD was awarded the trophy for the
most collegiate wins during the week
end.
The start of the season also marks the
start of the infamous coxswain tossing
tradition. While Mission Bay may not be

see CREW on page 16

i
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Torero football down the Bulldogs
BRIAN STEVENS
Staff Writer

Last Saturday, the Toreros football
team wrapped up its best season in the
three-year history of the Pioneer Football
League with a 37-16 victory over Butler
University.
USD (5-4,3-2) exploded for 31 second
half points to win and finish third in the
PFL conference.
.•Si#:

SCOREBOARD
USD 37, Butler 16

Key Player. Jared Keo. The
sophomore fullback rushed for 112
yards on 17 carries for 6.5 average,
and a TD.
Key Play of the Game: Quarter
back John Khamis's 10 yard TD run,
putting USD on the scoreboard right
before halftime.

The Toreros fell behind 9-0 late in the
first half but managed to close the gap to
9-6 when quarterback John Khamis
scored a 10-yard touchdown run as time
ran out.
In the third quarter, the Bulldogs
scored their last touchdown of the game
to go up 16-6.
Then the Toreros completely took over
the game.
Evan Hlavaceck capped a seven play,
52-yard drive with a seven-yard scoring
run to narrow the lead to 16-13.
USD's defense forced the Bulldogs to
punt on their next offensive possession.
The Toreros offense went to work
again, moving the ball to Butler's 20yard line on seven straight running plays.
On third down, Khamis was flushed out
of the pocket and threw a perfect pass to
wide reciever Brian Stevens for a touch

HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA

The USD football team proved tough to beat in the second half against Butler
down and a 20-16 lead.
Senior kicker Matt Young added to
USD's lead by booming a 48 yard field
goal with 10 minutes left to play.
The Toreros, holding on to a seven
point lead, stopped another Butler drive
when Andrew Firestone stepped in front
of a Butler pass and returned it 22-yards
to the Bulldog 21 yard line. Firestone, a
sophomore free safety filling in for the
injured Doug Popovich, finished with 10
tackles and a pass deflection, all in the
second half.

On the next USD offensive series, Jared
Keo scored on a 12-yard touchdown run.
Shaun Grove sealed the victory with a
dazzling 67-yard touchdown intercep
tion return to put the Toreros up 37-16.
"The line did a great job getting me
into the secondary and I was able to
break some tackles," Keo said after fin
ishing with a season high 112 yards on 17
carries.
The offensive line opened holes for
everybody, allowing the USD running
backs to gain 204 yards with a 4.6 yard

average per play.
The defense was led by Jeb Dougherty
and Kurtis Demers, who had 12 and 10
tackles respectively. Demers also added
a quarterback sack.
The defensive backfield held the Bull
dogs to just 33 percent completion rate
passing and had two key interceptions in
the game.
The Toreros will wrap up their season
at home next week as USD hosts Wagner
College at 1:30 p.m. in the homecoming
game.

USD Roller-Hockey Team off and rolling this season
T. METZLER AND N.
OSCOFF
Staff Writers

The USD Roller-Hockey Club
had a tough time last weekend.
USD I, which was undefeated

going into the weekend, suffered
a loss to Cal State Fullerton.
USD fought a tough battle and
despite two goals by team cap
tain Andy Grush, and a goal by
Chris Bainer, USD was not able
to come out with the victory.

• CREW
continued from page 15

the ideal swimming pool, no coxswain will ever
turn down the chance to take a dip since coxswains
are only tossed following victories.
The women's varsity team also took an eight to
the Head of the Charles regatta in Boston last week
end in a pre-season event. USD managed to place
23rd out of 41 teams, holding off the Dutch national
team and finishing only a minute off the first place
boat.
This was a great accomplishment since it was
USD's first east coast race where crew is one of the
most popular and oldest sports.
Next week the team travels to Newport Beach for
the annual Newport Rowing Festival. This event is
nearly twice the size of the Fall Classic and the
competition stiffens as well.
There will be a host of fast schools in Newport
including the University of Washington, Stanford,
USC, UCLA, Cal State Long Beach and OCC along
with cross-town rivals, UCSD and SDSU, who were
only able to steal one victory away from USD last
weekend.
Head coach Brooks Dagan was very impressed
with both the performance in Boston and the results
from the Fall Classic as well.
"We're going to have a good season this year. All
the crews are looking great and getting some real
speed," Dagan said.

After losing to CSUF, the USD
I team was determined to win
their next game on Sunday
against Cal Poly Pomona.
This game was fast and
packed with intensity on both
sides. All of the players on USD

I contributed to the effort win
ning the game, 7 to 3.
USD II suffered two losses last
weekend.
The USD II team has often
been shorthanded as only half
of the team was able to compete

on Saturday against Cal Poly
Pomona and just two additional
players were able to compete on
Sunday against UC Irvine.
Exhaustion overcame the
players and USD II lost both
games.
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INTRAMURALS / RECREATION
Selected IM rankings:
as of Nov. 7th:

Entries due today!!!

Men's and Women's
Singles Tennis

(A)

(Entries are due today, November 9th, 5:00pm)
(M)
Division:

A and B

League Play:

3Week League,
plus playoffs

Play Days/Times:

(W)

Mon, Tue, & Wed
6pm to 10pm

Play Begins:

Monday, Nov.13th

Entry Fee:

$4.00 per person
(C)

(C)

Upcoming Events

3 Mile Turkey Trot

(M)

(Entries are due November 16th, 5pm)
(C)
Location:

USD Campus Run

Entry Deadline:

Thursday, November 16 th by 5pm

Check in time:

9:30am

Division Awards for:

Students, Grad students, Fac/Staff,
Men's and Women's Divisions

Entry Fee:

$2.00 per person

Prizes:

IM Championship t-shirts & Turkeys

(M)

(C)

MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL
1. Bad Mudda Fuggas 5-0-1
2. Buck Shaw
4-1-1
3. AirCoryetal
3-3-1
4. Ex-Presidents
4-1-1
SPEED SOCCER
1. Perfect
2. FCTwoAM
3. Reservoir Dogs F.C.
4. LosTapatios
5. Untouchables
6. Fortunalntl
1. USDExpress
2. SpeedyTurtles
3. Petit Poison
4. TWA
5. Valley Girls

MEN'S FOOTBALL
Game:
AirCoryetal vs. Buck Shaw
Team;
Buck Shaw
Players:

SO
40
4-0-1
4-0-1
4-1
4-1
50
4-1
4-1
3-2
2-3

CO-REC SPEED SOCCER
1. Sweeter than Peaches 1-0
2. Peach Chivas
lO
3. Sweet Emotion
lO
4. Shooters
lO
5. F.C.-PMS
0-1
CO-REC BASKETBALL
1. Coop Da Hoop
lO
2. Blowning & Bicking it 1-0
3. United Front
lO
4. Flying Grasshoppers1-0
5. QueBuenaPeda
lO
SOFTBALL
1. Rocky Mtn. Oysters
2. Bad News Bears
3. Old Timers
4. Old Pie
5. Phi Kappa Theta
1. Delta Sigma Pi
2. Makin'History
3. Phase A's
4. GBSA

IM distinctions:
best of Nov. 1-6th:

JoshStepner
CO-REC SPEED SOCCER
Game:
Never Perfect vs. F.C.-PMS
Team:
Sweeter than Peaches
Players:
(M)
Markus Feldmann
(Sweet Emotion)
(F)
Faith Mallory(Peach Chivas)
CO-REC BASKETBALL
Game:
Coop da Hoop v United Front
Players:
(M)
Michael Patler
(F)
Roxanne Martinez
Team:
QueBuenaPeda
SOFTBALL

50
3-1
2-1
2-2
2-3
3-1
3-1
2-2
2-2

FLOOR HOCKEY
1. Hosers
4-0-1
2. Emmett
3-1-1
3. Dumb Pucks
3-2
4. Old Fat Baldguys
3-2
5. 10 Minute Misconduct 0-4-1
6. I don't know
0-4-1
INNERTUBE WATER POLO
1. Phi Kappa Theta
30
2. Pool Sharks
2-1
3. Regulators
2-1
4. WaterWeenies
1-2

Game:
(M)
Phi Kappa Theta v. Old Pie
(C)
Delta Sigma Pi v. Phase A's
Players:
(M)
The entire Old Timers Team
(CM) Bill Homan (Delta Sigma Pi)
(CF)
Judy McDonald (Phase A's)
Team;
(M)
Old Timers
(C)
Delta Sigma Pi
FLOOR HOCKEY
Game:
I don't know v. Ten Minute
Misconduct
Player
Glen Scharf (Idon't know)
Team:
Dumb Pucks

USD water ski team

USD waterski team ends the
season strong
The USD waterski team finished
their fall season with a bang two weeks
ago at the Bakersfield tournament hosted
byUCSD. The conditions were perfect,
and the team performed their best of the
season. Captain Doug Kincart won the
team MVS award for the weekend with a
personal best in all three events. He
received 2 balls at 36 mph in slalom, 590
points for his trick routine, and with his
new cutting technique Doug jumped 55
ft. This outstanding performance placed
him 8 in the western Conference. The
highest placing in USD skiing history! It
is probable that he will be deep into
shortline this spring. Way to go Doug!
Frank Oliveto received the runner-up
award also scoring well in all three events.
After running a flawless opener, Frank

got 51/2 balls at 30 mph. (Watch out for
those gates my son). He then got a
whopping 20 pointsin trick, and landed
two of his jumpers with great distance.
What a great weekend! Sarah Coolev led
the women's team, also scoring tournamentbestinallthreeevents. She wrapped
upfourballsat28mph, scored 280on the
"blind" trick run, and landed a jump at 36
ft. We'll save her a spot in the judges
tower! Casey"get a license" Haeling also
scored a tournament best on the slalom
course with 3 balls at 34. He too is
planning on a little shot line action this
spring. Tricking 380 and landing a jump
at 38 ft also helped the team in overall.
Hope to see him at the AC someday! lay
"wish he could use his license" Weiteka.
the teams tricking leader, ran an effortless
pass including two flawless toe turns

giving him 1030 points, which placed officially given this weekend although
him 3rd. Nice job lav! Michelle Myers. USD had plentyof contenders. Although
new to the collegiate tournament circuit, the season is over, the team is still prac
taught many new tricks to the team! She ticing hard for the spring season! The
experienced her first attemptsat jumping boys have come to realize the importance
and did not break anything. (Unfortu of shortlineand theglory thatcomes after
nately Jack-O-Lantern did). Welcome to it! Good luck everybody! Let's make this
the team Michelle!
next season even better! Pull hard and
After spending hours on the side jump far!
of freeways 15 in their over heated motor
home of Friday afternoon, the festivities
could only get crazier! The team spent the
entire weekend in very high spirits. Al
though there were no boat races or can
tossing contest to compete in (as in Ari
zona), the team put on quite a show
Saturday night! Earl led USD in the
cookie tossing contest, while Jay did a
fine impression of the devil for the cos
tume party! The smelt award was not
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Butterfinger's flag football championships

Softball

A re-match of last years finals
next Saturday

Men's and Co-rec Softball
playoffs are under way

Four teams began
'ast Saturday with hopes
of reaching the finals of
IM flag football league,
but only two could make
it. Would it be Buck Shaw? For four
consecutive years they have played for
the title, would this be number five?
Could AirCorvetal'shard workand many
practices get them there? B-league fans
were pulling for Ex-Presidents the lone Bleague team left. Finally, the defending
champs, undefeated for over two years,
but without captain and IM legend Mo
Chavez, would someone stop BadMudda
Fuggas undefeated streak? 1,500 (or
slightly less) flag football fans showed up
to find out these answers, and were
rewarded with some of the hardest fought
battles in USD IM pigskin history.
The first match pitted BuckShaw
vs Air Corvetal. In the regular season
they played to a 0-0 tie, so you know this
one would be close. Air Corvetal put an
end to the dry spell by impressively
taking their initial drive in for a touch
down on a 15 yard pass from Eric Priar to
BobKarwin. They added theextra point
to go up 7-0. Not to be out done, Buck
Shaw answered quickly when Tosh
Stepner took a 10 yard dump pass from
Brady Clark 60 yards for the touch down.
After adding the extra point the game
wentinto the half 7-7. With the ball in the
second half Buck Shaw caught the de
fense up close and Clark connected with
Matt Kuseski for a 60 yard bomb. Add in

the extra point, BuckShaw now led 14-7
with time running down. Air Corvetal
drove right back down the field scoring
on a 20 yard pass from Priar to Sean
Edwards, but the extra point sailed out of
the end zone. A last second effort was
made by AC but came up short. Buck
Shaw had made it to the finals for five
years straight!
In, what on paper looked like a
cakewalk, the defending champs came
out a little complacent against Ex-Presidents. Their drives were long but usually
ended on a mental error or turn over.
However, with time running out in the
first half Bad Mudda Fuggas. aided by
some penalties called against the defense,
scored on a two yard pass from Mike
Bernards to Ryan Pietranton. This would
lead to a second half of a lot of action,
turnovers and penalties, but no points.
BMF got help from a sack and interception by old-timer Noah Stanley and some
great coverage by Cameron Peach. Bleague sack leader "Turbo" and touch
down leader Brian Lynch were held in
check all day by BMF. In a seemingly
close one BMF will get a chance to defend
their title by getting the 7-0 victory over
Ex-Presidents. This sets up the ultimate
final Buck Shaw vs BMF. a rematch of last
years historic final. Both teams will
remember that a tipped pass has been the
difference in the two head to head compe
titions between each other. BMF are a
strictly for recreational use only one point
favorite right now.

Co-rec speed soccer

Floor hockey

Tough first week
of competition

All even at
the end

Intramural soccer
moves on to co-rec speed
soccer in the bright Sunday
afternoon sun. This past
week started off impressively with many
close games.
Sweeter Than Peaches posted an
impressive victory against Liquid As
sets. 11-4. After trailing early, 2-0 on a
goal by Megan Murphy. STP rallied to
comeback on two goal performances by
Elaine Milligan. Tason Baker, and Andy
Kerr. In the second game of the day for
Liquid Assets, they were much more
effective. They managed to tie the Losers.
3-3on a goal by Magan Murphy and Mark
Spalding. Ricardo Taimes of the Losers
scored twolate second half goals to equal
ize against the tiresome Liquid Assets.
In the battle of the law school
teams, Sweet Emotion downed Liberal
Moral Stance by the score of, 4-2. Markus
Feldman was the offensive stronghold
for Sweet Emotions with a hat trick.
Andy Fisher and Brian Zaid scored a goal
a piece in a losing effort. The "game of
the week" featured Peach Chivas. last
years defending champions against F.C.
PMS. the best new crowd of freshmen in
intramural soccer. The game was score
less at the half, but two goals by Faith
Mallorv and one by Cameron Peach was
substantial enough to defeat F.C. PMS. 52. Stephanie Miller of F.C. PMS scored
the lone goal for her team right at the
whistle to blow RicardoContreras' shut
out in goal.

With the regular sea
son coming to an end who
would of thought that "All
even" would be the phrase
of the night. In the first
game the number one ranked
Hosers took on Emmett. who has im
proved each week. Sound defense by
both teams and one goal from their re
spective leading scores made for a classic
sister kisser a 1-1 tie. These two will have
to meet in the championships game for a
rematch Hosers would finish the season
in first place with a 4-0-1 record and
Emmett would finish second 3-1-1.
The next game would feature the
two teams that have yet to win a game,
and when the final whistle blew neither
team had a victory. Glenn Scharf did all
he could to give I Don't Know the victory
with twogoals and some sound defense.
Each team would score in each period
and play some good defense but IDon't
Know would score with six minutes left
to knot the game up at three and that is the
way it would end.
In the last game of the night
Dumb Pucks would need a victory to
secure a play-off spot. They would easily
defeat Old Fat Bald Guys 3-0. TeffSimong
would have a goal and assist to lead his
team. Dumb Pucks is writers' pick to win
it all beware Emmett. Hosers here comes
the Dumb Pucks.

Phi Kappa Theta
tried to improve on their 2-2
record, but Old Pie wasn't
having it. Phi Kapps were
not the same without their fearless leader
Zac Longaker. who was on the one day
DL. In his absence Ted Downey and
Brian Harvey stepped theirgames but Phi
Kappa Theta was no match for Old Pie. It
started with their in-field single from
Matt "Puck" Nelson and hits from Ryan
Semro. TeffKnudson. and Derek Bruck.
Old Pie jumped out to a 3-0 led and never
trailed after that. lames"Budha" Oveda
had three hits and played solid defense
for Phi Kapps in the12-7 loss. Good luck
in the playoffs, you'll need it!!
The rocky Mountain Oysters con
tinued to roll as they crushed thePalomar
Posse 16-8. Plaver/Coach HermanChavez
exploded with a 250 ft blast. Chavez also
had a single and a double. Ryan "Pie"
Pietranton also had a good day at the plate
with a single, double, and a triple! The
heart of the line-up continues to struggle
as the trio of Carv Duckworth. Matt La
Belle, andTesseLowe were a combined 416 with no home runs. Better visit Frank
Thomas' hitting clinic before the play
offs. Chavez also battled the Posse from
the bumps. Chavez pitched threehitless
innings until sophomore Tustin Davishit
a double in the gap.
To avoid winning by the 10 run
rule and allowing them to hit in the top of
the sixth the Oysters made errors on
routine plays allowing Rich Koening.
Robert De La Rossa. and Ton Mc Mullen
to score. Buddy Brown was his usual
self.. .talking a lot, and much more. The
Posse better get tospring training before
the next softball season!!
The final game of the day was a
laugh. Old Timers crushed Off The Wall
21-1. Softball guru Will Polimadei who is

The first game of the
co-rec playoffs was of course
a forfeit. The ever reliable
and understanding GBSA
failed to show up with the required three
women. Makin' History advanced to the
final by default.
Phase A's and Delta Sigma Pi
decided they wanted toplay this week, so
they did. Delta Sigwas led by Bill Homan
and Noah Stanley as well as Nicole
Kranish. Led by two home runs by Bill
Homan. Delta Sig scored a season high of
17 runs. Phase A'swere tough with great
defense on the left side of the in-field as
well as adding threehits and three RBI's.
Naomi Dull added four hits and two
RBI's. While Mike Corrales was his usual
self, making good plays in center and
hitting two inside the park home runs
Phase A's might want to thank
Aubrey Merdalo for her great playin right
field. Aubrey had 3 errors leading to four
Phase A'sruns. Returning champs Delta
Sigma Pilook to be the first team to repeat
as co-rec champions since the 1991-1992
season. Makin History could be in trouble.

Co-rec basketball

Bowling

Started with a bang

"Unacceptables"
are bowling champs

Co-rec Basketball
started off with a bang, and
when I say bang it really
exploded. A-league had
one of the most explosive
offenses playing a defensively poor squad.
What was the result? Blowout!! Blowning
& Bicking it blew for the most part to a 9345 romp. Ms. Watson had 48 as she out
scored Big Slam single handily. A bright
spot for Big Slam was Pat Gill scoring 17
points. The other out break of points was
Que Buena Peda stomping Alpha Kappa
Psi while wearing jeans. Next thing
you'll see will be them playing basketball
with heels on. Michael Patter had 25
points of the 80 in a 80-47 romp. The only
competitive game had Coop Da Hoop
toying with ASA/BSU/MECHA (why
didn't you call yourself United Front?)
and Carv & the Coopster for Coop Da
Hoop combined fbr47 points and 9 boards.
Not tobe out played Antonio Hyde had 23
points and 9 boards and Roxanne Martinez
had21pointsandlboard. Still they came
up short (need some height) 82-73.

completing his 13th year at USD
Intramurals held Off The Wall to just
three hits in five complete innings. Mike
Campbell. Brett Hartley, and player/coach
Scott Severe were the only ones to hit the
elusive Will. Old Timers wasted no
energy or time disposing of OTW. Offen
sively everyone had a hell of a game for
the Old Timers. Everyone had at least 2
hits and 2 runs scored, Tason Wedge and
AdolfoSegura stood out among the many
bright stars that came to play for the Old
Timers. Old Timers, we'll see you in the
playoffs. Off The Wall. I will see you at
the Comber.

It was a rough
night for the Tootsie-Rollers. but they picked up
their third game as being
their best. Nevertheless they won
most supportive team in the tournament
Droppin Bombswere awesome
In their third game, star bowler Tami
Shroeder bowled a near perfect 243. The
game was ended with a great signature
dive by Malia Andagan commendable
performance by newcomer Delia
Toothman and Sheile Pevreburne. They
won over the Tootsie-Rollers!!!!!
Katv swings again -strike- Lisa
jumps up with screams of ecstacy and Hi
5's. Mare and Kevin watch with despair
as hopes of knocking down more than
three pins per ball fade fast. Congratula
tions to Katv who won the Women's
Championship and Lisa for keeping
Minds in the Gutterin it. Kevinand Marc
better keep their day jobs. By the way
ladies, Thanks for dinner!
"I was the queen of the pins"said Ginger Brady. "It was fun, do we get
anything for competition?"-Steve Kerl
"Competition was high among our team,
but the women won overall"-Nicole
Corbett.
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PURCHASE THIS
SPECIAL EDITION
RUSSELL SWEATSHIRT

THE UNIVERSITY MINISTRY OFFICE
&
A S SOCIAL ISSUES
PRESENTS

AND
GET A
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Without

FREE CAP

SPONSORED BY FAMILY St FRIENDS,
EXPERIENCE HOMELESSNESS BY
SLEEPING IN A CARDBOARD BOX.
5:00 P.M., FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17
TO
6:00 A.M., SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18

OFFER VALID NOVEMBER9 -18 Or While Supplies Last
Selected Style Only - NO Substitutions

USD BOOKSTORE
260-4551
Monday - Thursday 9:00 - 6:00, Friday 9:00 - 4:00, Saturday 11:00-4:00

FOR AN INFO PACKET,
SIGN-UP IN UNIVERSITY MINISTRY, UC238
BEFORE MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13

DELIVERY
Design your

FAVORITE

OR

CARRYOUT

pVZZAt

Valui o+vLf, at:

USD Domino's
5265 Linda Vista Rd.

.gjCC

296-2220

°**'Ngs

through
t h r o u g h I2/3I/95
l 2/ 51 n

Atuf Pizza
A N u m b e r of
Toppings

r i </>
o
i... j ? <
IN
ON
Q O.

•

Awf Size!
Hurry! Limited Time Offer!
Expires Dec. 31,1995.

Hot & Spicy
or BBQ
Tax not included.
Deep Dish $1 more
No limit.

$7.99 minimum purchase required for delivery. Limited delivery area.Our drivers carry less than $20.

Delivery or Carryout

USD 296-2220

Coupon required.
Tax not included.

TYPES OF CLASSIFIEDS
Personals
Wanted
for Sale
Services
Rental & Roomate
Announcements
Employment
Greeks

Grad Ctr. 2 bdrm apt. Serious
non-smoker NO party animals
$400+1/2 ut. 291-6861.
Bay Park. Female roommate to
share 2 bdrm condo. Responsible,
non-smoker. $350/mon. 1/2 utili
ties, deposit. 637-1515.

$5,000-$8,000 Monthly Working
distributing our Product Bro
chures. Get Paid—We Supply Bro
chures. F/T or P/T. For FREE
Info. Write: Director 1375 Coney
Island Ave., Ste. 427 Brooklyn, NY
11230.
FOX TV Wants you for a new
show. Fun and Prizes! Call 800343-8543.
EMPLOYMENT! Looking for a
job? Local, Nationwide: We can
help KEY SOURCE 800-216-8874.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
— Earn up to $2,000+/month

COSTS:
125 characters, 1 week - $7
each additional 20 characters - $2
15% discount on orders for 3 consecutive weeks,
25% discount on orders for 6 consecutive weeks
and longer.

working on Cruise Ships of
Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Plawaii, Mexico, the Car
ibbean, etc.). Seasonal and fulltime employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information, call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C59791.

m • • ";

TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK — Make up to $25 - $45/
hr. teaching basic conversational
English abroad. Japan, Taiwan,
and S. Korea. Many employers
provide room & board + other
benefits. No teaching back
ground or Asian languages re
quired. For more information
call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J59791.
Student needed for library
reasearch. $10 an hour. Ask Bob
Nicholas 459-9172.
WOW! $30 A
MONTH*
NO EXTRA FEES

:

1995 Wolf Extra-wide Beds

4885-TAN

I
|
|

3817 Mission Blvd.
Free Parking Lot

I

ASKABOUT USD 10% DISCOUNT

11

Ready to get down to business?

Wondering what you'll do when you
graduate?
SHicon VaUey co
In 13'/2 months, you can transform
lntern^cQ0 S™£a"a««s your interest in the world of politics,
Fortune 5uu
^management
seelrlwthoutstand- economics and international affairs
Company
seeks recent MB£1
\n financial
jn{0 usable skills and knowledge
graduatetor Cp°rtU; \
acco^^9' by attending the Saint Mary's MBA in
'^"Excellent position! marketing an
International Business Program.
•"sfoSS* teS
W
We seek capable, highly motiind
d tn statistics, \ resume & salary
Vated students from a wide variety
economics and itf• \ requirements to
Qf un(jergrac]uate majors for this
i relations.
Nations. Mailjresu
\
^^oValo
Alto,
intensive
but rewarding program.
cA
(to BOX 731,
j
®°*
•Previous business experience is
CA941T1
94000.
not a prerequisite for admission.
Prestigio°s
Call,write or FAX us and we'll
affiliates m
tell
you more.
Pacific Rim seeks
excellent advance-

sssrr

iSSness strategist

Sn

?MBA9radu

n

ntitative'
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strategy

sws?*

(510)631-4500
FAX: (510)376-6521

iuai preferred.

SAINT
MARTS
COLLEGE

OF CALIFORNIA

P0. Box 4240, Moraga, CA 94575

All classifieds due by 5 p.m. Friday prior to publication.
Late submissions are subject to 40% service fee
20% discount with USD I.D.
Purchases can be made in person at the VISTA office,
the U.C. Ticket booth, or by telephone 260-4714.

The Princeton Review, the nation's
leader in test preparation, is seek
ing dynamic, talented instructors
for our SAT, GRE, GMAT, and
LSAT courses. High test scores a
must. To apply, call (800) 2-REVIEW between 2 and 5 p.m.
Student Painting hiring branch
operators for summer of '96. Du
ties include Marketing Sales/ Pro
duction Management. Average
summer earnings: $8,000. Yes we
hire for next summer. Call 1-800394-6000.

WANTED

***FREE TRIPS & CASH*** Find
out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Sell only
15 trips and travel free! Choose

Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or
Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
95-BREAK!
FINANCIAL AID: It's fast, it's
easy! Call for free information.
KEYSOURCE 1-800-216-8874.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
billion in private sector grants and
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent's in
come. Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495
ext. F59791.
Students: Rajesh Doshi has
stopped smoking as of Thursday
Nov. 3, 1995.

THE CLASSICAL EY

AM OPTOMETRIC PRACTICE
DESIGNS* FRAMES SY:
Oliver Peoples, Guohter,
8o<byQpl»edlAit»w,
Fred, Corfier, Chrts&m Dior,
Nikon, Neostyle,

& many more.

PAIR

1oAYACUVUE

$249 COMPLETE

OUTLOOK

USD's Weekly Guide to Entertainment. Volume 8. Issue 9.

MELANIE NISSEN/ATLANTIC
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Boingo says farewell in L.A.
EDWARD JACOBS
Staff Writer

The 31st of October is Halloween for
some people and Dia de los Muertos,
the Day of the Dead, for others. But for
many Southern Californians the date
was highly anticipated for another
reason. Over the last seventeen years,
late October Oingo Boingo concerts
became an annual event that was both
ritual and wild party. The concerts were
characterized by Day of the Dead-style
decorations, wacky on-stage antics, and
concert-goers in elaborate costumes.
Oingo Boingo perfected a unique style
of rock and roll music that became
popular in the early eighties. Originating
as the Mystic Knights of the Oingo
Boingo, they soon shortened their name.
Their popularity at club gigs all over
California gained them a spot on the
1983 US Festival bill. They may be best
known for their hit theme songfor the

film Weird Science, but their numerous
albums are crammed with infectious songs.
Recently, they had officially become simply
Boingo.
But, this year they reunited with their
original horn section and returned the
Oingo to their name for their farewell tour.
During an interview on radio station 91X,
lead singer Danny Elfman threatened to
secure the finality of the band's break up
by committing suicide onstage. It turns
out he was just joking about the suicide,
but all indications reveal that their concert
on Halloween night at the Universal
Amphitheatre in Los Angeles was Oingo
Boingo's last.
The lights dimmed that night to the
sounds of pounding drums and the roaring
crowd. Giant skeletons wearing sombreros
dangled on either side of the stage as the
band tore into their opening songs with
furious energy. The area in front of the
stage erupted into a mosh pit that lasted
the whole night. At one point an inflated
rubber skeleton was being bounced around
in the air. Later, a young woman in a glow-

in-the-dark butterfly costume floated
all the way to the front on outstretched
arms without touching the ground. The
music had everyone in a frenzy. Oingo
Boingo was obviously not a group of
new wave has-beens that had become
obsolete. This was a powerful and
dynamic supergroup. The show lasted
for alost four hours without any
intermission and covered songs from
throughout their career. The highlights
included a heart-felt "Gratitude","Wild
Sex (in the Working Class)", and "No
Spill Blood". They covered the Beatles
song "I Am the Walrus" with fervor.
During a break between songs,
Elfman acknowledged that his brother
who used to be in the band was in the
audience dressed as the devil. An
accordian-playing clown accompanied
the band for two versions of "We Close
Our Eyes". Elfman played vibes on a
bouncy rendition of "Grey Matter".
Eventually, the group dug into "Dead
Man's Party", the anthem for Oingo
Boingo Halloween shows. The song

poses the question "who could ask for
more?" When the group left the stage, it
was obvious that theaudience definitely
wanted more. Throughout the evening,
people had been yelling requests for one
particular song, but when the band
returned to the stage and introduced it
the moment was bittersweet. Elfman
shouted,
"This is the first song we ever recorded!"
and launched into "Only
a Lad" for the last time. The show ended
with an emotional "Goodbye, Goodbye".
Luckily for fans who could not attend
the concert, or simply wish to relive it, the
entire evening was captured on video
and should be released next year. Elfman
will continue to write soundtracks for
television and motion pictures. He is
already responsible for the orchestral
themes to Edward Scissorhands, Batman,
To Die For, and many other movies. John
Avila, Steve Bartek, Johnny Vatos
Hernandez, and the other band members
plan to pursue new musical projects. But
Boingo went out with a big bang.

Shakespeare's 'Love's Labour's Lost' comes to USD
Old Globe Associate Artist Richard Easton joins student cast
GREGORY GOLDMAN
Outlook Editor

It's about time someone wrote about
something besides Courtney Love or
Pearl Jam, and it's nice to finally have an
occasion todo so. The Old Globe Theatre
and the USD Master of Fine Arts Program
will present William Shakespeare's
"Love's Labour's Lost" in Sacred Heart
Hall from Saturday, November 11
through Saturday, November 18.
This play constitutes one of
Shakespeare's best and most popular
comedies. It is the story of the King of
Navarre and his noblemen, who receive
a visit from a princess and her court
shortly after taking vows of lifelong
celibacy. The ensuing temptation make
for a very humorous story.
The production is fortunate to have
Richard Easton joining the cast. Easton
is an Old Globe Associate Artist who
recently played alongside John

Goodman in the Old Globe production of
Henry IV. He has also starred in such films
as Dead Again and Henry V. In addition,
Easton is a professional mentor for the
MFA students as well as a teacher of
Shakespeare at USD.
The production is directed by James
Bohnen for the Professional Actor Training
program here at USD. His talents are
accompanied by Easton's, as well as a host
of MFA students and undergraduate
student Ben Mendoza.
Tickets are available at the Hahn
University Center Box Office. Students and
non-students alike are invited to attend,
and the production should prove to be
very popular. According to Richard Seer,
Director of the Young Globe Company,
"In addition to out performances here at
USD, we will be performing for two weeks
at the Old Globe Theatre. Last Year's
production of A Midsummer Night's Dream
was extremely popular. I expect our
audiences will be even more enthusiastic
this year."

Richard Eastman will star in Love's Labour's Lost next week.
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Making good on their promise, after canceling two dates previously, Pearl Jam played two dates in Salt Lake City (Nov. 1 and Nov. 2) at the not-so-sonicly swift Delta
Center. Pearl Jam did everything right, it seemed. And to top it all off, this being the day after Halloween, the band came out dressed up in their costumes. Eddie was
an alien. Mike McCready had on some sort of zombie mask. Jack Irons had on a silly wig that didn't become him at all. And Stone Gossard and Jeff Ament were simply
dressed normally - Gossard wearing a white t-shirt, black jeans and tennis shoes, Ament with a pair of Michigan State boxer shorts and bandanna on his head ... Neil
Young will tour the U.S. in the new year. Young intends to mount a solo acoustic tour after the first of the year, and will be playing medium-sized venues, holdingbetween
3,000-4000 people. This is not the first time Young has done this. Two years ago, after the release of his Unplugged album, Young played a similar tour through the
heartland...James Brown says his marriage is over. The 62 year-old soul legend has begun divorce proceedings after his arrest earlier this week for allegedly assaulting
his wife Adrienne. "I'm filing for divorce. We are now legally separated because of the allegation and you know what - for the first time 1 feel good," Brown said The
Godfather of Soul claims his wife's addiction to prescription drugs is at the root of their marital problems. He added, "My wife has suffered from this problem for a long
time, long before I met her. She is a very sick woman. She has an addiction to prescription drugs." Police in Aiken, South Carolina, arrested Brown after wife was taken
to hospital. It's the second time he has been arrested for assaulting his wife in less than a year. Brown also filed for a divorce when he was arrested on a similar charge
last December but the charge and the divorce proceedings were dropped in March after he and Adrienne patched up their differences.In May Adrienne spent two weeks
in hospital following a prescription drug overdose A host of big-name stars failed to appear at the Soul Train 25th Anniversary Hall of Fame Special in Los Angeles
yesterday. Soul legend Barry White missed the concert because of flu symptoms, Janet Jackson was mysteriously dropped from the bill while pop diva Whitney Houston
was relegated to a member of the audience. Superstar Michael Jackson was even forced to film two songs for the show because of other commitments. However, stars
including Stevie Wonder, Diana Ross, A! Green, Hammer and Patti Labelle did make appearances at the event, hosted by Arsenio Hall... Former Fleetwood Mac
guitarist Lindsey Buckingham made a surprise appearance with American rockers REM on Wednesday.The star joined the group for a rendition of their hit "Everybody
Hurts" at the Great Western Forum in Los Angeles. Celebrity guests at the show included Counting Crows frontman Adam Duritz. The show was the 118th show the
group have played this year.

For Love Not Lisa and the Pretenders
For Love Not Lisa
Information Superdriveway
East/West Records

Information Superdriveway is like
your last class on Friday — unbearable.
The 13 songs on the album are so similar
that it is hard to distinguish one from
another.
In a photograph of the band, one lucky
member has two lovely black eyes. I
concluded that this is because he
probably played this CD to someone,
like Tool, and they kicked his butt. I say
they played it for Tool because they are
blatantly ripping them off, as you can
hear in the song "Good Intentions."

Listening to the vocalist's voice is like
listening to a pen tap in the library, at first
you hardly notice it, but as time goes on, it
slowly starts to aggravate you until you
finally want to scream "Stop!"
The song "Play" seems to be short for
"Play the same three chords over and
over," while "Had a Lover" is a good
description of their life story.
The only song worth listening to, maybe,
is "Triple A." This ballad is easy on the
ears and actually quite nice, which leads
me to believe someone else wrote it.
Unless you are a die-hard For Love Not
Lisa fan, do not waste your money on this
poor excuse for a CD.

-SARAH CHANEY

FOR LOVE NOT LISA

PAUL BEAUCHEMINEASTWEST

The Pretenders
The Isle of View
Warner Bros. Records

THE PRETENDERS

GAVIN EVANS/WARNER BROS.

The Isle of View is the group's 8th
album in 15 years. The all-acoustic
arrangements and artistic quality are
carried throughout the whole album.
Accompanying the Pretenders are The
Duke Quartet, a classical string ensemble.
The Isle of View features fourteen classic
Pretenders tracks including "Brass In
Pocket" and "Back On The Chain Gang."
The recordings all have an unplugged
and live performance feel to them, with
audience applause in the beginning and
end of the songs. Most of the songs are a
good 4 minutes long and do not go over
that with the exception of the great song,
"Revolution", at 6 minutes.
The Pretenders are getting a lot of
publicity with their song, "I'll Stand By
You" featured in the motion picture, "A
Walk In The Clouds." Lead singer
Chrissie Hynde also made an appearance
on the television show, "Friends" on
November 2, singing "Angel Of The
Morning." In fact, "Angel Of The
Morning" has turned up as a featured
track on the recent release to the
soundtrack on the television show
"Friends."
Chrissie Hynde has a mellow sound
that reminds me at times of Natalie
Merchant, especially in the cut entitled
"Kid." Overall, I felt that the album has
a stylistic sound. Each facet of the group
holds their own in all of the songs. The
result is an album that emphatically
underlines the song writing art that has
always been the Pretenders appeal.

— JAMIE HEWITT
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Sonic Youth with the Amps @Soma
Live Thurs. Nov. 9, 8 p.m.
call 239-SOMA for details.

Common Sense with Goldfish
@4th&B Dec. 1, 9 p.m.
call 220-TIXS for info.

Fugazi with Unwound and Blonde
Redhead@Soma Live Fri. Nov. 10, 8
p.m. call 239-SOMA for info.

Ratdog featuring Bob Weir and Rob
Wasserman @4th&B Dec. 10, 8 p.m.
cah 220-TIXS for info.

Sublime with Strung Out and
Incubus@Soma Live Sat. Nov. 11, 8
p.m.
call 239-SOMA for details.

Boy George with Eve Gallagher
@4th&B Dec. 15, 8 p.m.
call 220-TIXS for info.

Rancid with Lunachicks and
DFL@Soma Live Sun. Nov 12, 8 p.m.
call 239-SOMA for info.
Rusted Root with Joan Osborne
@Soma Live Fri. Nov. 17,8 p.m.
call 239-SOMA for info.
For Love Not Lisa with Beats the Hell
Out of Me@Soma Live Sat. Nov. 25,
8 p.m.
call 239-SOMA for info.

If you think
OUTLOOK
is cool this
week, you ain't
seen nuthin' yet
Watch for more
interviews and
concert reviews
in

Chris Isaak with the Wallflowers
@4th&B Dec. 5, 8 p.m.
call 220-TIXS for info.

OUTLOOK

The Brian Setzer Orchestra with Royal
Crown Revue and Dean Miller "King
of Swing" DJ @4th&B Dec. 16. 8 p.m.
call 220-TIXS for info.
Tito Puente and his Latin Jazz
Ensemble with Poncho Sanchez
@4th&B Jan. 4, 8 p.m. call 220-TIXS for
info.

Paris
$199
London
Tokyo
Costa Rica
Sydney
East Coast

The VISTA is accepting applica
tions for the spring semester.

$195*
$265*
$249*
$480*
$184*

nr rich wiy fromS*il>xp ,v*i/'K los Aiff -h-i tmoci on 1rotipiftip p>> Iw.
Taxes not included aid rcsnu.noi.s apply. CaH for oil ret worldwide destinations

Around-the-World fares from $1,299!
Call Debby at 270-9211

Call 260-4584 or come to the VISTA office
(downstairs in the UC) for more information.

Council Travel

IN PACIFIC BEACH
953 Garnet Ave.
San Diego, CA 92109

DOWNTOWN
743 Fourth Ave.
5an Diego, CA 92101

270-6401

EURAILPASSES ISSUED ON-THE-SPOT!

MCAT WARNING!
INTENSIVE
MCAT COURSE
MAYBE
HAZARDOUS
TO YOUR
SOCIAL LIFE.
NAUTILUS
FfTNESS CENTERS

1-80Q-24-W0RK0UT

Castro Valley • Citrus Hnohts • Concord • Daly City • Davis • FairfieW • Folsom • Fremont * Hayward * Manteca * Marin * Morgan Hill«Mountain Vm • Oakland • Pleasankm • Sacramento (3)
Salinas* -San Diego (2). San Francisco (4) • San Jose (2) • San Leandro • San Maleo • San Pablo * San Ramon • Santa Cruz • Santa Rosa« Saratoga • Stockton • Sunny«ale • VaMago • Walnut CreHi

No dbu discounts CM bt IIMO aitfe flits offer Most bt at least 18 yo*s oW, <x 14 *itt) parent. iaceotivH My bt offend l<x moMing oo oHw
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THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

111 (Yes, 111!) Hours of
LIVE Instruction and Testing
Over 2,000 pages of upto-date materials
Highly trained instructors
Caduceus Science Review
software
Average score improvement:
6.5 points (verified by RoperStarch Worldwide)

(800) 2-REVIEW
(619) 558-0500

The Princeton Review is not affiliated with Princeton U. or ETS.

